Popularity Wanes at SJS

Greek Values and Purposes Becoming Less Important?
By PAT HEFFERNAN
Spartan Daily Munising Editor
Is the Greek system at San Jose State
College crumbling?
Built on decades of tradition, fostering high
ideals, conspicious in campus and community
service, the fraternities and sororities face
an ever-dwindling rush each season. Why?
Criticism of the Greek system, always loud
and bitter, is beginning to come from areas
which would not have tolerated it in the
past, including the Greeks, themselves. Greek
activities that once were the major events
of the semester cause hardly a ripple outside of llth Street. Even the formerly invincible bastion of Greek control, student
body government, has been infiltrated by
the "hippies" as well as the GDI’s and is beginning to question seriously its support of
many traditional Greek activities.
Why? What is happening? Are the Greeks
degenerating . . . or is the rest of the campus changing? Are the Greeks victims of a
"bad press," or is Greek news unimportant?
Is rush and pledging an inefficient way to
recruit today’s new students, or do they not
want to be identified as "Freddies" and "Sallies?"
’SNOB CLUB’
"When I first came to State, all I had heard
about fraternities was the parties," said a
second semester freshman, Jerry Malone. "I
decided to rush to find out about it and Ensthey wanted me to join a "snob
!covered . . and for a very high price! My
club" .
dad’s dead and my mother works, I’m lucky I
earn enough in my summers and spare time

to buy books. I could find my own friends
and parties for free."
Jerry’s attitude is typical of that of many
incoming frestunen. According to the new
master plan, a majority of the entering freshmen must be from the area of the college.
They have their own high-school relationships, many of which continue into college.
And they commute. The comradeship and the
opportunity for new friends, and the oncampus home that a house offers find few
takers here, for good reason.
Sixty per cent of the entering students, according to the master plan, must come from
junior colleges. This is a mixed blessing for
the Greek recruiters. Many J.C. transfers
are older than the usual active. Many are
married and working full-thne. The houses
have nothing to offer this group. Those who
are single and who could afford to join and
live on-campus would not submit to pledging
and taking orders from younger actives.
Many have found that they are quite capable
of creating an adequate social life for themselves without the aid of a house, Many have
seen the Greeks in junior college and have
decided it is not for them.
These factors are hurting the Greeks, and
there is not much they can do about it.
What they can do is appeal to those students
who are single, young (18-22), and who want
to live on campus. The question is, can the
Greeks appeal to these students, or have the
students changed to such an extent that
they no longer value the benefits of the Greek
system, or is the "bad image" of the Greelcs
true, and they have nothing to offer?
"I pledged and stayed through pledge be-

cause I found wonderful people in the house,
people who cared about others, people who
helped me when I needed it, people who were
real, not stuffed shirts," said one Sigma Alpha
Epsilon active.
He continued, "Sure, there is a fraternity
type, but you don’t have to be one. A house
can make you or break you. If you come into
school with a well-developed personality and
a lot of friends, you don’t need a house, but
It can still do a lot for you. The only time
it hurts a guy is when he gets in with a bad
group. Then he hurts the whole house."
ONE FOR ALL
"What do I find valuable to me In a sorority?" asked a Chi Omega pledge. "A spirit
of togetherness, one for all and all for one,
and all for the better of the house. It’s something to give my loyalty to, something to
work for besides myself, and it gives me help
when I need it. I wouldn’t trade my big sister
for anything. I want to be developed, to find
out what society expects of me, and the
sorority, the other girls help me to find that."
Greeks are quick to .point out the spirit
of companionship, of closeness and cooperation, of toleration that the system teaches
them. The fraternities and sororities offer
a campus home where a student can grow
into himself with his peers, rather than being
guided or stunted by his parents, or left to
wander in circles by himself.
Many Greks criticized the image independents have of a house being a protective
society, a womb for introverts to hide in so
the world won’t scare them.
"It’s ridiculous to think that a sorority is
, "
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a hideout for introverts," said a Kappa Kappa
Gamma sister who described herself as "shy"
when first pledged. "If a girl is withdrawn
and wants to hide, a sorority is the last place
for her to go. The girls see to it that she is
not shy for long. They not only teach her
the things she needs to know about manners
and dress and conversation that she is afraid
of muffing, but they get her involved in dates
and activities that force her to open up."
But all freshmen aren’t shy and lonely.
And not ad new students at SJS are freshmen. Many of those coming in from high
school are from lower socio-economic groups.
They have learned long ago how to fend for
themselves. They value their freedom, their
independence. They have worked hard and
may still be working hard to get a degree
to get a good job, to get out of the rut their
family and background will doom them to
if they don’t make it into college. These kids
see no value to Greeks, they haven’t the
time, and they could care less for Greek
ideals, for spirit, or school pride. To them,
the Greeks are members of another world
that they don’t understand and have no
desire to. They see the members of this world
on campus, all wearing the same too-neat
and too-clean clothes bought from the same
overpriced stores. They see members of that
other world working into student body government, where they use all students’ money
to promote Greek-oriented activities such as
Homecoming and Derby Day.
"I have nothing against a person because
he is a Greek, but it makes me wonder about
him. Is he worth my time, or is he llke the
other Greeks I }mow who look alike, talk
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alike and think alikeand as little as psosible," said William Schyler, sophormre English major.
An overwhehning majority of the independents interviewed said this that all
Greeks seem not only to look alike, but to
think alike, and to think as little as possible.
Greeks, when questioned about the charge
of being similar in their appearazice, point
out that when persons live together, they
tend to value one another’s opinion of things
like appearance, and they also tend to value
one another’s clothes, to the point of buying
similar ones, as well as borrowing them.

fi

LOOK ALIKES
The president of one fraternity pointed out
that the Greeks, as well as the rest of the
campus actually are at the mercy of the
clothing makers. He admitted that most of
his brothers are financially able to buy their
clothes at the local men’s stores or college
shops, which promote a "look that seems to
square with people’s idea of what a college
kid should look likebut then so do the independents." It’s not just the Greeks that
look alike, it’s everyone who buys whatever
the stores consider in that season.
The sororities were criticized most by the
independents for fostering a similarity in
dress. Many sorority coeds interviewed pointed out that women always want to be dressed properly and that the standards committee
of the house helps them learn what is proper
and what isn’t. They also reminded independents that women dress for one another,
not for men, and this makes them highly
(Continued on Page 8)
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Ad Hoc Committee Formed
DAI LY To Study ASB Constitution
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ASB Pres. Jerry Spolter has
announced the formation of all
ad hoc constitutional revision advisory committee "to completely
No. 132 review the constitution and be
ready to present alternative ideas
to all official revision conunittee
in the fall."
The coznrnittee will meet during
the summer to study "ambiguities"
in the constitution that have
shown up in the past year and
present possible solutions to the
official ASH constitution revision
committee in September .

SJS Changes Book Classification System;
Library of Congress Groupings Explained
Because the SJS Library last
month began conversion of its
collection to the Library of Congress (LC) System from the
Dewey Decimal System, it might
be helpful for the student to know
something about the LC System
in general and the location of
books so notated.
While the Devvey classification
uses only numbers to cover 10
categories, the LC system uses
both letters and numbers and is
divided into 21 bmad subject
aleaS.

Each of the areas in LC is
desig-nated by a different letter
of the alphabet with a second
letter subdividing most of them.
The areas of classification and
their general location are as
follows:
EDUCATION ROOM, NORTH
WING, THIRD FLOOR
A ....General Works
B ....Philosophy and Religion
B-Bd Philosophy
BF Psychology
BH-BJ Esthetics, Ethics
BL-BX Religion

1
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SOUTH WING BOOKSTACKS,
FIRST DECK
C ....History Auxiliary Sciences
CB History at Civilization
CC-CN Archaeology, Chronology, Epigraphy
CR-CS Heraldry, Genealogy
CT Biography
D ....History and Topography Except America
D General History
DA-DR Europe
DS Asia
DT Africa
DU-DX Other
E-F .... History of the Western
Hemisphere
G ....Geography and Anthropology
G Geography (General)
SCIENCE ROOM, SOUTH WING,
SECOND FLOOR
GA-GC Physical Geogrsphy
SOUTH WING BOOKSTACKS,
THIRD DECK
.... Social Sciences
H-HA General
MB-HJ F,conomics
HM-HX Sociology
? ... Political Science
Law
K
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At present only incoming volumes and copies of the same work
already in the collection are being
classified in the LC system, according to Dr. Stuart Baillie, college
librarian.
Conversion of some 400,000 other
HUMANITIES ROOM, NORTH
volumes already in the SJS colWING, FIFTH FLOOR
lection into the LC system is not
N....Fine Arts
scheduled to begin until summer,
P .... Language and Literature
PA Classical language and 1967, with reference books first
on the list.
literature
EDUCATION ROOM, NORTH
WING, THIRD FLOOR
Education
L
HUMANMES-MUSIC ROOM,
NORTH WING, FOURTH FLOOR
M....Music

PB-PH Modern European
Mnguages
PJ-PM Non-European
limguages
PN-PZ Literature. Literature
written in languages other
than English, French, Italian,
Spanish, Portuguese, German,
Dutch or Scandinavian is
classed with language.
SCIENCE ROOM, SOUTH WING,
SECOND FLOOR
Q ....Science
Q-QE Astronomy, Chemistry,
Physics, Geology, Math
QH-QR Life sciences
R ....IVIedicine
Plant and
8 .... Agriculture
Animal Industry
T ....Technology
TA-TH Engineering and
building
TJ-TL Mechanical
TN-TR Chemical
TS-TX Composite

SOUTH WIlsIG BOOKSTACKS,
THIRD DECK
U.... Military Science
Women interested in Resident-Assitant positions for women’s
....Naval Science
&ems in fall 1966 can obtain information and applications in the V
Housing Office, 319 S. Fifth St., according to Housing Director Robert EDUCATION ROOM, NORTH
WING, THIRD FLOOR
Baron.
Bibliography and Library
Z
Science

Resident-Assistant

Verse Readings

Students from English 162 will read verses they have written
today in the benched area between the Wornen’s Gym and the Home
Economics Buikling near Seventh Street. The public is invited to listen.

Draft Grade Cards
Today is the last day for sludenis in npply to the Registrar’s
Office to have their class standing sent to the Selective Service Ssytem, reminds John Montgomery. registrar.

Pre-Reg Assignments
Majors in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology who
have pre -registered for classes for fall, 1966. are asked by the depsrtment to pick up their IBM cless cards on Wednesday, Sept. 14,
between 9:30 s.m. and 5 p.m. in rH212.
Cards not picked up on thnt day will be distributed at the
pli1degini will be siufwellist
regular eilpsiratitni and

MEOS QUESTIONS
Some of the questions the committee will study include: Is the
membership of Student Council to
be on an equal or a proportional
basis? "The problem is to have
a representative body and at the
same time not so large a body that
it will be cumbersome," Spolter
said.
In the past, there have been proposals to apportion the council ac-

Dog Sought
Health inithoritlea are trying
to locale the owner of an offwhite poodle which reportedly
Mt PUTS atittlent Bill Bennett
Sunday while It %Vat. tied up at
the boindremat at the corny;
of Ninth and William Streets.
Anyone with Information about
thr dog or the owner ahonid
rontael San &we Health Department immediately. Health offtflak moat determine whether
or not the dog Wan rabid.

’ out full and complete discussion
as to possible effects or alternates."
Another task of the conunittee
will be to review the constitution
to "maintain a clear separation of
SOME QUESTIONS
powers Eunong the various branchAnother proposal that was es of government, yet allow enough
brought up this year but died in power so the jobs can be done,"
the legislative red tape after the Spolter stated.
The role of the ASB vice presielections was to increase the graduate representation from two to dent as council chairman will be
four council members thus putting considered by the committee.
the grad class on a par with un- "Serving with both the legislative
and executive branches of govdergrad classes.
John Hendricks, ASB president ernment is inherently contradicat that time, vetoed the council tory to the concept of separation
resolution directing a special elec- of powers," Spolter said.
"To whom does he owe his altion to approve the increase in
graduate representatives because legiance, the executive or the
the ’’resolution was adopted with- council?" Spotter asked.

cording to the number of students
in each class. This would mean
more graduate representatives
than freshman representatives because the graduate class is larger.

English Professor Elected
Campus AFT President
Dr. John A. Galm, assistant professor of English, has been elected
president of the SJS Chapter of
the American Federation of Teachers.
Others elected last week include
Dr. John G. Sperling. associate
professor of humanities, vice president; Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford,
assistant professor of psychology.

Flicks Reel On
During Summer
NATION’S CHAMPS
Winning flyers Gerald Shreve, assistant professor of aeronautics,
and students Chuck Armstrong, Earl Kelly and Kip Cutting pose
with their winning airplane and trophies following 18fh annual
National Intercollegite Air Mee+ in Colorado. Competing with
nation’s institutions in May, the SJS Flying Club, in its first
time ever entering the National Intercollegiate Air Meet, beat
out all teams.

Application Deadline Today
For Draft Qualification Test
Today is the last day to apply
for the newly scheduled Selective
Service qualification test which
will be held t 8:30 a.m., Friday,
June 24.
Students who have signed up
for the tests, but have not taken
them, can reapply by filling out
the form in the Registrar’s Office,
window 9.
Dr. Harrison Heath, SJS testirtg officer, says the new draft
test is scheduled because not
enmigh people originally.sigassid up
the
mi

first exams.
SJS has the facilities to test
up to 1,000 students, according to
1)r. Heath, but he said he does
not yet have any idea of how
many will he present.
The test will have 150 questions, which are pulled from a
question pool so different testing
dates will have the different bests.
The test will cover four categories --- reading comprehension,
verbal relations, arithmetic reasonIn,g and data interpretation by
analyzing libiures on a chart.

The Friday Flicks will continue
to be shown during six-week and
four-week summer sessions but
with different times and on different days.
During the six-week session, the
Friday Flicks will be shown at
6 and 8 p.m., Wednesday in Morris Dailey Auditorium for 35 cents
admission.
During the four-week session
the Flicks will be shown only at
7:30 p.m. on Wednesday.
The schedule of films for this
summer’s showings are as follows:
SIX-WEEK SESSION
June 29 "Under the Yum-Yum
Tree."
July 6 "Circus World."
July 13 "Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers."
July 20 "To Kill A Mockingbird."
July 27"Send Me No Flowers."
Aug. 3 "Becket."
FMK-WEEK
Aug. 10 "Bridge On the River
Kwai."
Aug. 17 "Of Human Bondage."
Aug. 24 "Wonderful World of
the Brothers Grimm."
Atig. 3.1 "Yellow Rolls Royee."

corresponding secretary; Don W.
Dietiker, assistant professor of
English, recording secretary; Dr.
Philip E. Davis, associate professor of philosophy, treasurer; arbd
Gary L. Albright, assistant professor of philosophy, delegate to
CHLUVIE1 14M 1 1 MBINU AIM
Central Labor Council.
Divisional representatives are
Dr. Robert W. Trimis, professor of
business, business; George M. Sicular, professor of civil engineering,
engineering; Dr. Roland F. Lee,
professor of English, humanities
and arts; Dr. Anthony R. Lovaglla,
professor of mathematics, natural
sciences and mathematic’s; Dr.
Henry C. Meckel, professor of education and English, education;
and John Dotiglas, science librarian, library.

CASH
FOR
BOOKS
Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

eo6ePti
On Tenth Across
From Mtin’t Dorm

BOOK
STORE

Wednesday, June
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Last Gesture:
More Rousing
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By PATRICK HEFFERNAN
Well, this is it, the last Rabble Rouser.
Traditionally, the last of any column or
series is a good-bye or a thank-you for
your loyal devotion or a recap of the
past.
But that wouldn’t do for a column that
has tried to point out the ritliettlousness
of tradition and *time-honored institutions."
So, a little more Rubble Rousing is in
order.
One of the favorite traditions of any
college, and one of die Rouser’s favorite
targets, is ottr glorious and expensite
sacred cow, men’s athletics.
Completely useless.
Very expensive.
Somehow, this little item, which benefits only a handful of the campus, requested the staggering sum of $123,001
year of the ASB your student hotly fee-.

We Believe

Education Is More . . .
A, ..;:tatIttation approaches, students

acquiring degrees should gaze in retrospect oer the past years and analyze
the importance of their education.
is more than learning
Educat
names. dates and places or a skill or a
Peron. meal ticket "til the year death.
1s John M. Mason, 19th Century
theologian. once saitl. Don’t fall into
the %ttlgar idea that mind is a wareleouse. and education but a process of
stuffing it full of goods. The aim of
education should be to convert the
mind into a lit Mg fountain, and not a
re-er% oir. That which is filled by merely pumping in. will be emptied by
pumping out."
Education is the soil by which man
must plant his ideas, desires and goals.
The hart est reaped is cotnpassion,
understanding and direction.
Man is a standing edifice that defies
the storms of ignorance, hatred and
mere instinct. The brotherhood of education is integrity.
ks George Santayana, 20th Century
philesopher. said. Integrity without
knowledge is weak and useless."

This is not to say that education
is not a direct requisite to integrity.
Indeed, many people can rightfully lay
claim to integrity as a irtue without an
education.
But the exposure of man to the
ideas of the great philosophers and
teachers enhances his understanding
of his surroundings. And through a
thorough understanding, man has a
greater capability of embracing integrity.
The course of modern man has been
shaped by education. Education has
been the tool by which modern mart
has carted a way of life unequal to
that of any of his predecessors. Within
the last few decades, man has seen
at least the scientific asknowledge
used in creating
pects of knowledge
the horrors of war and degredation,
as well as used for progressi% e inquiry
and mutual understanding.
The knowledge i- there for the finding; the use is up to the finder.
As S.IS graduates receive their degrees, we hope they utilize their educational tools to further the progress
of man.
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Death Valley Days

Stop the World

God Waits in the Wings?
13y STE% E AMES
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
on, stop the world. I want
Aw c
to get off. want to leave it forever.] want
to return to peace, I say. But what do I do
with peace, anyway? Probably I would
give up my moment of peace in favor of
spending my last dime to listen to a tune

Thrust and Parry

The Last Thrust Ends the Parry
’Phenomena 7.7 a Study;
Objective, Hypothetical’
Editor:
C,incerning Mr. Snell’s letter of May 26 on
his feeling of being exploited by the UFO
film, "Phenomena 7.7."
The poster advertising the event said that
the film was the result of a very lengthy and
thorough study. All studies, as I am sure Mr.
Snell realizes, are objective reports and try
to convince the viewer that evidence proves
a hypothesis one way or another.
If Mr. Snell had seen enough reports in the
newspapers. he did not have to see the film
and spend his dollar.
The Parapsychology Club student adviser,
Dr. Jack Holland, had never seen the film
betore its sho.ving here and admitted to me
prior to the showing that maybe the film
vvould not prove to be very good at all.
Surely the film was excellent in its presentation and afforded a nice supplement to
newspatier accounts.
Clutries Pankratz
A6093

’We’re Not All Geniuses
With 500 Gamma Dose’
Editor:
I would like to express my opinions on the
three articles about LSD which appeared recently in the Spartan Daily.
Since your newspaper does not depend on
sales hut rather ha.s a monopoly on the student market this semester, I see no need
for ii:eless sensationalism. The articles do
nothing to inform the student of any new
research in the field. They mislead us into
thinking that we are all potential genuises
waiting to be catalyzed by our 500 gamma
dose.
It the articles are meant as a warning
to users. I’m sure they’ve gotten the word
by now. All these articles can do is to generate interest where there W88 none before-and most likely among the wrong people
those who are so dissatisfied with themselves that they would resort to using LSD.
Students, stirred up by all the commotion,
consider taking the drug "to see what it’s like,"
whether or not they can obtain the proper
supervision.
The following incident illustrates the lack
of awareness as to the actual effects of the
drug. I happened to ask a friend if he had
taken the drug, since he often boasted that
he knew people who were on it. He said,
"No, I haven’t but do you want some? I have
connections up at Berkeley." The fact that
be was willing to provide this drug without

regard for the emotional condition of the individual appalled me. Perhaps another student might have taken him up on his irrational offer.
The morbid interest shown in LSD has
gone on long enough. There are many more
newsworthy events to be reported in the
Spartan Daily, such as the Gilbaugh-Clcuic
struggle or further confluent on the Burns
Report.
Students have gotten enough kicics from
the drug --either first or second hand. Let’s
wait to report on the drug until significant
results of research have been published.
Labelle Walkinshaw
A3681

’All Young Republicans
Are Not Good Sports’
Editor:
Regretfully all Young Republicans are not
good sports. To wit: Steve Pitcher (Thrust
and Parry, May 26, 1966), the overwhelmingly defeated candidate for YR president
at the May 17 election, has chosen to show
himself to be a sore loser by attacking the
club for voting against him.
He accuses "a very efficient and blatantly
ObVIOUS cabal" of controlling the YR elec..
tion.s. In fact, it was merely a clear majority
of the club members rejecting Pitcher’s negative and divisive philosophy.
For president of YRs, the vote was more
than three to one in favor of’ Fred Krueger
and against Steve Pitcher. Does this reflect
a "cabal?" Perhaps it simply reflects how far
out of the mainstream of political reality
and traditional YR responsibility Stye Pitcher
has gone.
Garth Steen
A13105

’Philistines Win Another
Victory at San Jose’
Editor:
The "Philistines" have won another victory
at &IS. They have succeeded in driving away
one of the few teachers who have graced this
institution. Due to their lack of knowledge,
they have let go one of the few "Straussians"
in the nation. "Straussians" teach in schools of
the status of Claremont, Harvard, American
University, Chicago, etc.
A "Straussitm" is a political philosopher
who believes in thy natural right and the
innate good of man, which the political science
department, with its predominantly Machiavellian approach, is incapable of either comprehending or appreciating.
Perhaps this letter will allow a few sit!.
dents to understand the loss which we have

suffered by the recent resignation of a certain professor at SJS.
Philipp Rarpel
A786.5

’Election Results Deity
YR Member’s Charge’
Editor:
In his letter of May 26 to Thrust and Parry
bemoaning the results of this year’s SJS
Young Republican election, Steve Pitcher
asserts "a very efficient and blatantly obvious
cabal" seized control of the club in some kind
of sinister plot to eliminate that "representative distribution" that previously has prevailed.
He further contends that the YRs are obligated to reflect schisms and factionalism
that may exist on a national or state level
in the Republican Party. As the past two presidents and publicity chairman of the SJS YRs,
we feel compelled to reply to these charges.
In the first place, the officers for 1966-67
were elected by a majority vote of the members at a meeting well-publicized to the college community. Since the YR club is a democratic orgartization, the success or failure of
any group within the club depends entirely
upon their skill in lining up votes. As membership chairman for the past year, Pitcher
has had a better opportunity than anyone
else to do so, since he had access to the zuunes,
addresses, and phone numbers of every member. Yet, in his attempt to be elected president, Pitcher received less than 25 per cent
of the votes. Are the YRs obligated to reward
a losing candidate for his lack of political
acumen?
In the second place, to suggest that the
SJS YRs should reflect the makeup of the
national or state organization leaves a curious
implication: that the SJS YRs should not
think for themselves but merely observe how
the party leaders stand and distribute themselves accordingly to achieve the dubious goal
of some kind of political balance.
It appears to us that Pitcher would like
to strip the SJS YRs of their local autonomy
and make them mere puppets of party leaders. This may be his reason for joining the
Young Republicans, but we are confident that
it is not the reason the rest of us belong.
And the results of the recent YR election
would seem to attest to this fact.
’Richard Reeh
B20445
Robert J. Armstrong
A0242
Bruce Riggs
A978
Note: This letter was unanimously approvexi by the executive board of the SJS
YRs at a meeting on May 27.

on a juke hox in a dingy bar. The noise
is too great.
What is happening? Listen. I say, "What
is happening man?" Do I really care?
Could there be anyone more important
than I? Is that possible?
Aw come on. Stop spinning. All I want
is off. "Hey, Mr. World-driver, I want
off at the Promised Land, Please." "Please,
wonder why I said "Please?"
I said."
What does one word have to do with it?
Does it indicate that I am honestly a
courteous person? Is there anyone who,
when he hears the word "Please," does
not think you are trying to get additional
Titiar?’ ’What doescourtesy have to do
with the trip?
"Sit down!" "Okay, okay. I just don’t
want to tniss my stop," I say.
How do I pass the titne? Look out the
window? I passed through these trees and
hills and tnountains and valleys before.
I do every day. How about the people?
Should I make more than a seemingly
polite greeting as we pass? There is no
reason for question. A person must keep
his social contacts, even in the Promised
Land. It is a matter of the business
ethic of the Establishment. People are
for using. Like the Fourth of July, Apple
Pie, and the American Flag, friendship
must he counterfeit ... below the surface
Aw DO STOP THAT WORLD NOW.
I can’t go on. The obligations are too many,
the suffering is too much. If I miss my
stop, what? I must go to the Promised
Land, the security it offers. Is not there
Providence? I can’t stand the unfamiliar.
I’ve got to see it. I must, I must. I can’t
strike out now; it would he deflating to
the ego, those I’ve told where I was going.
"Stop, I say stop, stop, stop." Oh, I
missed it. Now what? Peace? Help. "I say
God, Help!" Why do I call for God now?
What can He do now? He’s supposed to
show me automatically to the Promised
Land. Did someone make the wrong turn?
Olt God, Why is it so Hot.?

SJS in Retrospect
5 YEARS MI6: A flurry of protests by a
group of students and faculty members erupted following the recommendation by a committee of deans and department heads for
the "termination of service" of two SJS’ most
outspoken professors, Dr. Bud R. Hutchinson
and Dr. William F. Stanton. (Stanton is
presently California State Assemblyman from
San Jose).
10 YEARS AGO: The end of the 1955-56 academic year saw several new additions to the
SJS campus and a prognostication of more
to cotne in the near future. Completed were
the new wing to the Men’s Gymnasium and
a Library Wing. Planned for 1957 is an administration building at the corner of Seventh and San Fernando.
15 YEARS AGO: Heralded as one of the most
fortunate entomological finds of the century
was the discovery of the extremely rare Trachykele hartmani Burke, a metallic-wood
hoeing beetle by Joe Bonfiglio, SJS biological
science major.

INTERESTING FIGt liE
That figure is very Mu
for ii1A’l)
reasons: it is one-fourili of the ASB
that
budget, and, the maximum f
were available to the Men’s Athletic Department was $105,000. Just where in die
budget did the 1thletie Department get
$123,001 $18,000 over the ceiling? And
WHY did the old ASB government let
them get away with it? i One reason they
got away with it is because the budget
was passed so quickly that I doubt if very
many Council representatives even read
it.)
Possibly one reason the deparme
asked for so much money this y cal is
President Hendricks decided it would be
nice to include NCAA championships costs
in the expenditures of the students’ money.
($8,882, in this case.)
The students also are being asked to
shell out more money this year to the
Men’s Athletic Department becattse the
cost of the department’s administration
jumped from the already astronomical
$20,212 last year to an unbelievable $33,230
. . . that’s a lot of administratin’l
The price of publicizing our glorious
teams jumped from 5500 to E2,200 this
year . .
I suppose.
PAY FOR TUTORS
We also are paying for tutors for team
members $250, according to the budget.
Wait. it gets better. You have to also
pay $225 for half-time fireworks at the
BYU game, $200 for the bonfire at Homecoming, and $173 for the queen’s tea and
flowers (total Homecoming cost is $2,000
it’s amazing what the alumni can dig
out of the students).
Isn’t it about time that all this foolishness was stopped? Thcic% -intiething for
it are pushing
you to think about 1, bile
cans or burtting hamburgers at $1.25 an
hour this 811111111Pr.
Do you want to pay for football players’
tutors and fireworks .. . or would you
rathei have more flicks or ch-recs, or just
not pay ASB fees at all?
Goodbye, and have fun.

RTAN DA I LY
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Final Grades
Computerized,
Pasted, Sent
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113 JUDI’ WALTER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Your final grades cover considerable territory before being delivered to your trembling hands.
Their journey begins in the instructor’s office when the grades
are marked on IBM cards. The
instructor then hands the cards
ROUTE 667Mrs. Rosemarie Mirkin, a 1961 SJS graduate poses
and class roster to the registrar’s
by the motorcycle she and her husband Barry, a junior aerospaceoffice where they are checked.
engineering major, drove through Europe and the Near East in
The grade cards then go to a
local bank where they are run
1962. This scene was captured on a desert road in Israel.
through computers. The computers
produce grade labels and copies
which are sent back to SJS registrar office.
The printed grade labels am
first pasted on each student’s permanent record and then final
grades are mailed to the students.
About 100,000 grades will be
The Education Division may re- fessor of education, Dr. James
processed by the computers and ceive a grant of $762,000 from Brown, dean of the graduate divithe registrar’s staff, according to the federal Agency for Interna- sion. Dr. Carlos O. Lopez, assistJohn Montgomery, registrar. The tional Development (AID) to es- ant professor of education and Dr.
grades should be mailed out on tablish one of the largest educe- Ford.
June 17 or 18, he said.
tional assistance projects in Latin
They jointly drew up the sixWhy does it take so long for America, Dr. G. W. Ford, profes- point program and submitted it to
the student to get his grades? sor of secondary education, re- AID for approval.
One of his problems is students ports.
A number of SJS teacher-eduwho late drop, Mrs. Carolyn Lerch,
The proposed project calls for a cators, fluent in Spanish vvill be
senior clerk in the registrar’s
six-point program to improve selected to work in the Dominican
office said. She explained that teacher education and upgrade Republic. The six projects call for
some students withdraw late from secondary teaching the Dominican workshops to be set up in math
their classes and their cards have Republic.
and F.nglish, audio-visual libraries
to be changed after they reach
The program is expected to be- to be established, booklets, maps
the registrar’s office.
gin July 1, and will help train and charts to be printed, and many
Another problem is instructors approximately 250 Dominican
Dr. Ford others.
who do not submit all the grades teachers each year,
Domincan students may enter
by the deadline
June 10 at stated.
5 p.m., she said. The office workFour SJS professors spent two normal school after the eighth
ers have to wait until most of the weeks in the Republic earlier this grade and train for three years
grades are in before they can start semester visiting schools and sub- before teaching. Some teachers
processing them.
mitting project proposals to the have no education beyond the
grade, while others are uniThus, the grades may be delayed Domirdcan Ministry of Education. eighth
versity graduates, according to Dr.
on their journey and the student’s The four professors were: Dr. Ar"moment of truth" is postponed.
turo Y. Cabrera, assistant pro- Cabrera.

Possible AID Grant Seen
For Dominican Project
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Linda Christensen, SJS recreation major, has been apponited to
serve as a recreation resource
specialist with the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (B0111, a section
of the U.S. Department of Interior.
Miss Christensen is the first
woman to serve in such a capacity.

Frank Sylvester, director of the
Pacific Southwest Regional office
of the BOR anounced that Miss
Christensen will begin her work
as a specialist June 13.
She will work in the Pacific
Southwest Regional office in San
Francisco, assigned to the nationwide outdoor recreation plan to
be presented to Congress in 1967.
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Motorcycling Couple
Tour Europe Cheaply
By JIM BAILEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Europe may be closer than you
think if you take the time to
discover the angles.
A San Jose couple took the
trouble to find out the best and
cheapest way to see Europe in
August 1962 ancl lived on eight
dollars a day for the next year.
How did they do it? By motorcycle! "The most expensive part
of the whole trip was getting over
there. After that we were tree to
do what we wanted, things the
average tourists never do," explained Mrs. Rosemarie Mirkin,
a student teacher in the Cupertino School District.
OWNED CYCLE SHOP
Her husband, Barry, junior
Aerospace-engineering major at
SJS, owned a motorcycle shop in
Boston at the time they decided
to take the trip.
"We wanted to see Europe, but
we wanted to get to know the
people rather than visit all the
tourist traps. Since Barry was
such a good mechanic it seemed
logical that we go by motorcycle,"
Mrs. Mirkin added.
The Mirkins had $3,000 saved
up for the trip and including air
and shipping costs, that’s just what
the year’s adventure cost them.
SAVED MONEY
Mrs. Mirkin started looking into
ways to save money during months
before they left. From her success
in the venture, she concludes that
"Anyone can afford to go to Europe if they really want to. There
are so many ways to save money."

"Everywhere we went people
were vvilling to take us in. At
first they thought we were British
because of our license plates.
When we were able to win their
friendship they accepted us despite
the fact that we were Americans.
The trouble with a lot of American tourists is that they don’t
really try to meet the people,"
Mrs. Mirkln said.
During the winter of 1962, they
drove their motorcycle across 80
miles of Israeli desert and spent
the next three months living on
communal farms or Kibbutz.
Later in their travels, they lived
in a mountain Gypsy camp in Spain
for a week. It was in Spain that
they had three flat tires within
the span of a few hours.
One such trip is enough for the
Mirkin.s, who have no plans to
return to Europe. Besides, Mirkin
still has two more years before
he earns his degree.
Even then. the couple don’t plan
to return to Europe. Then, they
will get a new motorcycle and
head off for South America.
’T JAM}
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Lowest Rates Ever
to buy your
HONDA
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SAN JOSE HONDA
PIOUS ACCESSORIES SERVICE
tat:150.30
295-7525
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This Week’s
Special
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WANTED
MEN’S
TOP COATS

Used Lightweight
Girls’ Bikes
If found, and if in good
condition, see Paul’s
iCycciles. Big Reward Of-
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$1.05

1435 The Alameda
293.9766

Regularly
$1.93
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Golden West
Cleaners

PRESENTS
Melodrama and Olio
Every Fri. and Sat. night at 8:30 p.m.
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BEER
STUDENTS $1.75
Monterey Rd. at Hillsdale
For reservations call 223-1232

25 S. 3rd Street
San Jose
292-1052
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Looking for a place
to sell those
discontinued books?

STOP SEARCHING AND MAKE TRACKS FOR CAL BOOK, WE’LL BUY ’EM.
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TOP PRICES GIVEN
ON ALL CURRENT EDITIONS
OF TEXTS NO LONGER USED

BONUS GIVEN
ON ALL TEXTS
USED NEXT FALL
OPEN SATURDAYS
Main Store,
134 E. San Fernando

Annex,
457 E. San Carlos

california book co. ltd.
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Summer Arts Festival To Begin June 27
SJS’ Summer Eestial of the
Arts wilt commence with the
annual Student Art Exhibition
Monday through Friday, June
27-July 1, in the Art Gallery,
east wing of the Art Building.
The gallery is open daily from
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
The same week Helen Mehl
will show ceramics in her master’s exhibition in the Little
Gallery, A114. June 29 an art
’New
lecture -demonstration,
Plastics in Painting" (acrylic,
polyester), will be given in A133

the San
Jose Ensembles, composed of
Music Department faculty, will
play in Concert Hall at 8:15
p.m. Members of the quintet are
Department Chairman Gibson
Walters, violin; Professor William Erlendson, piano-harpsichord; Associate Professor Donald Homuth, cello: Assistant
Professor Albert Gillis. viola,
and Associate Professor Clement
Hutchinson clarinet.
Rine

’11 I III hti.lY,

MASTER’S EXHIBITION
: disJuly 5-8 Kent Child
explay’ ceramics in his ma,,.
-

’illation in the Little Gallery.
Wednesday, July 6, Dr. Robert
R. Coleman, associate professor
of art, will present a lecturedemonstration, "JewelryA Materials Approach," on closed circuit television in A133 at 3:15
p.m.
July 7 the Berkeley Puppeteers, with Bill Cassady and Helga Williamson, will present "The
Net" in Concert Hall at 8:15
p.m. Also scheduled is a lecturedemon.stration, "Puppetry as a
Theatre Art."
The summer drama season will
open July 7-9 with Percy Mac-

HOWARD’S

Auditions for the Drama
Department production of
"The American Dream,"
"Memory of Two Mondays"
and "You Can’t Take it With
You" are scheduled for Monday, Jtme 27, at 4 p.m. in
Studio Theatre.

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
featuring

Chef’s Special
STEAK & EGGS $1.55

4

Try our large variety of
quality mea/s at reasonab/e prices
Complete Fountain Service
WALK ON OVER
One Block from SJS

7th and Santa Clara

How to break
the news
gently.

Kaye’s "The Scaretrow" directed by Hal J. Todd, chairman of
the Drama Department. Proloction will begin at 8:15 p.m.
College Theatre.
Walter Isaacs Art Exhibition
u,
be on display in the Art
i;illery July 11-31. Don Shaeffer
ill show paintings in the Little
,illery July 11-15.
Violinist David Abel will solo
,ith the Santa Clara Valley
symphony Orchestra Tuesday,
July 12, at 8:15 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Dr. Gibson
Walters will conduct the orchestra.
Gretchen Greene will show
master’s exhibition paintings in

* you’ve been drafted
* you’ve spent next month’s :illowance

Fly home on PSA
for only $11.43(i’VelZel
PSA spoils you for any other airline.
727 Fan Jets: Los Angeles/Burbank 13.50
San Diego 19.85
Super Electra Jets: Los Angeles 11.43
San Diego 17.78
All fares phis tax
San Francisco/761-0818 Oakland/835-2555
1.os Angeles/776-0125 Hollywood-Burbank/787-4750,
246-8437 San Diego/298-4611 or your travel agent.

SJS’ 1966-67 Drama Season
will begin Oct. 21 with the presentation of "The Plough and the
Stars" by Sean O’Casey in College Theatre.
Dr Hal J. Todd, chairman of
s,":""ifroiWiN140114-10W0641–"

Happy Herold’s
st.

IT/ishes
All
A Happy Summer

)u 7 61,

’HEAL
ANOIRI-LA’
Tuesday, July 26, at 8:15 p.m.
in Concert Hall Renee Taylor
will give an illustrated lecture,
"The Real Shangri-La, HUNZA,
Where People Live to Be 100."
Dr. Harold Crain, professor of
drama, will direct "You Can’t
Take It With You" by George
S. Kaufrnan and Moss Hart July
28-30 at 8:15 p.m. in College
Theatre.
Ftichard Hough will present
his master’s exhibition of painting Aug. 1-5 in the Little Gallery.
Closing the 1966 Summer Festival of the Arts will be the
SJS Summer Session Orchestra
and Chorus Tuesday, Aug. 2, at
8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.

The festival Is spon.sored by
the Associated Students College
Union Progrtun Board. All activities except the drama productions are open to students,
faculty and the public at no admission charge. Prices for the
Drama Department presentations
are 75 cents for students and
$1 50 general admission.

Professor
Receives
$5,000
Dr. Horst de la Croix, associate professor of art, has been
awarded a $5,000 grant from the
Bollingen Foundation for research in Italy next spring.
The grant will allow Dr. de la
Croix to complete studies on
the history of Renaissance fortifications. He began the work
a.s a fellow at the American
Academy in Rome, 1961-63, During that time he studied the
planning of ancient cities, including Palmonova, a 16th century
Venetian city designed as a
fortress against the Turks.
Upon his return, Dr. de la
Croix plans to publish the results of his findings.
A native of Germany, Dr. de
la Croix came to the United
States in 1936. He received his
bachelor’s, master’s and doctorate degrees from the University
of California at Berkeley. Dr.
de la Croix joined the SJS faculty in 1957.

New Drama Season To Include
’Music Man,’ ’As You Like It’

* you’ve grown a beard
* you’re engaged

PACIRC

the Little Gallery July 18-22.
Tuesday, July 19, Mrs. Carol
Haws and Miss June Eby, assistant professors of physical education, and Mary Ann Kinkead
and Lynda Davis will present
"DimensionDance" in Morris
Dailey Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
Harry E. Powers, assistant
professor of art, will give a lecture-demonstration, "Mosaic in
Relationship to Contemporary
Architecture," July 20 at 3:15
p.m. in A133.
July 21-23 two dramatic productions will be presented in
Studio Theatre beginning at 8:15
p.m. Dr. Hal Todd will direct
Arthtir Miller’s "Memory of Two
Mondays" and Dr. Hugh Nelson.
assistant professor of drama,
will direct Edward Albees "The
American Dream."
Barry Frantz will display master’s ceramics July 25-29 in the
Little Gallery.

A,Hciyvt

LEAVE EVERYTHING!

the Drama Department, will direct the first production. Repeat
performances will be given Oct.
22 and 26-29.
"The Music Man" by Meredith
Wilson will be given Dec. 2-3
and 7-10. Dr. Harold Crain, professor of drama, will direct the
musical comedy.
Spring semester presentations
will begin with Harold Pinter’s
"The Birthday Party" March
3-4 and 8-11. Director will be
Dr. Hugh Nelson, assistant professor drama.
"Hobson’s Choice" by Harold
Brighouse is scheduled for production April 14-15 and 19-22.
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, professor of drama, will direct the
play.
Concluding the regular season
will be the presentation of
Shakespeare’s "As You Like It"
May 19-20 and 24-27. Director

will be Dr. Paul Davee, professor of drama.
In addition to the five major
productions, Dr, Todd reported
that the department will present a dramatic reading, "The
Ides of March," directed by
Noreen LaBarge Mitchell, May
5-6.
A bill of student -directed oneact plays is slated for public
performances Jan, 12-14.
Also scheduled for presentation are two children’s theater
productions. The first will be
d r ec t ed by Dr. Courtaney
Brooks, professor of drama,
Nov. 10-12, and the second by
Dr. Tockl March 30-April 1. The
selections will be ’announced
later.

’American Dream’
Becomes Nightmare
By PAT TORELLO
On the surface Stephen Richard Rojack’s life represents the
dream of many an American
man. He is a war hero, professor, television performer and
husband of a beautiful and powerful socialite.
Beneath the surface, however,
Rojack’s life is not a dream, but
a nightmare. According to the
picture the author, Norman
Mailer, paints in "An American
Dream," what goes on in the
private lives of America’s rich
and powerful Is not a pretty
sight.
Rojack’s life is a flight from
fear, despite his award of the
distinguished service cross for
bravery in World War II. But
the deed the medal commended
represented to Rojack a deep
personal failure. With the efficiency of a machine he singlehandedly killed the first three
German soldiers to cross a moonlit hill. He hesitated when conno
fronted with the fourth
longer was Rojack a machine.
MOMENT’S HESITATION
During that moment’s hesitation his defenses fell, and he
looked on the other soldier not
as an impersonal enemy to be
shot at, but as a human being.
Nevertheless he killed him. That
soldier’s eyes glittering in thc
moonlight were to haunt Rojack
for the rest of his life.
Back from the war, Rojack
skyrocketed to political and social success. His marriage to
Deborah Kelly, daughter of a
millionaire 200 times over, was
no small asset to his upward
journey. However, Deborah was,
in Rojack’s words, a "great
bitch." She had a knack for finding people’s weaknesses and a
taste for using this knowledge
to destroy. Rojack was caught
firmly in the grip of Deborah
and the brutal world she lived in.
ATTEMPT TO ESCAPE
The novel presents Rojack’s
attempt to escape from Deborah’s mysterious power. It was
a 32-hour nightmare set against
a background of flashing neon
signs, hot highways, Harlem tenenemts and plush New York
East Side apartments. The principal characters come from all
aspects of a complex American
from the depths of
society
Harlem gangland and the tough,
sometimes corrupt New York
police force to the gilded world
of the kingpins of the stock
market.
Mailer’s book moves with all

the speed and excitement of a
Mickey. Spillane episode. The
style is a curious mfxture of
tough, bare language and occasional passages that are obscure
in meaning and reminiscent of
Faulkner’s involed, rambling
sen t ences.
What raises "An American
Dream" above the level of an
atmospheric detective story is
the author’s power of vivid description. As Rojack ascends the
stairs of a Lower East Side
apartment, the reader feels
along with him the vacant, hungrY eyes of the dark-skinned
occupants staring from dark
doorways. The reader senses the
air of oppression in the dingy,
smoke-filled clubs patronized by
Mafia men and distinguished
judges who become equals in the
dimly lit room.
The plot is carefully contrived
and intricate as a spider’s web.
As Rojack moves through New
York between the depths of Harlem and the heights of East
Side homey, the thread that
unites the two worlds is discovered. They all meet in Kelly.
They are alike in one respect
they are all brutal.
"An American Dream" is ay. !able in paperback edition.

ITV Center Adopts
Surnmer Facilities
The ITV center will adopt
limited facilities this summer
when their studio closes for
Tower Hall remodeling crews.
Mrs. Gaither Lee Martin, coordinator of the center, said yesterday the ITV mobile unit,
single room camera equipment
and portable video tape recorder
would be the only facilities operating from June 13 to September 16.
According to Executive Dean
C. Grant Burton, the remodeling, to begin June 11, will entail
"further securing" of the roof
to the walls in the old education wing.

SCREEN
SCENES
TO

291-:ittim
1433 The Alameda
Academy Award winner. Best
Foreign Film of the year.
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Congratufationi

"THE SHOP ON
MAIN STREET"
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CLOSE OUT SALE

294-5:At
400 South First
Lee Marvin in

"CAT BALLOU"
Julie Christie in

"DARLING"

SAN

Pendants
Gold pendants, lockets & crosses.
Originally $16.95$18.95$24
NOW $6.88-87.88$8.88

,
BONUS DAYS AT ROBERT’S

Lasts Thru Finals

’ket 09.11

330 So. 10th

Across From Men’s Dorms

FREE GALLON I
I
OF GAS!

e

DIONE-IN
294-20 11
Alma
Vine
Men in
Magnificent
"Those
Their Flying Machines"
also
"HIGH WIND IN JAMAICA"
Anthony Quinn, James Coburn

INEMA

with Purchase of
5 Gallons of Gas

Birthstone !Zings

CLIP
’N’
SAVE

Men and Women
Onyx, Ruby, Sapphire. Diamond
Originally $19.95$29.95$49.95
NOW $5.88$10.88$17.88

AT
TWO NEW
BEACON
STATIONS
: 2nd & East William I
in San Jose
and
I
I 1170 N. 14th St.
Also in San Jose
?
nom
NE EN a"

AUTO MOVIE
295-5110:i
N. lath to Gish Bd.
Strictly Adult Filmfair
"BAD GIRLS DO CRY"
"COLOR ME BLOOD RED"
’ DEMO DERBY"
t.eke
rzeAr 4

295-i !:38
aa2 South Bascom
A show for all the family.
"TOKYO OLYMPIAD"
also John Wayne in

"CIRCUS WORLD"

FklallufieW
11502 Big Basin Way 867-3026
Anthony Quinn in
"ZORBA THE GREEK"

STUDIO

292-6178
396 South First
Sidra)), Poitior, James Garner in

"DUEL IN DIABLO"

alto
"THE HALLELUJAH TRAIL"

11[1LlaS

TROPI
QUALITY SINCE 1937
295-0567

275 S. First St.

IR

South Screen
North Sereen
"The Great Rece"
"Barnbi"
also
also
"Inslde
"Thoto Cellowoy."
Daisy Clover"
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ENGAGEMENTS
ishirli.y Rhoads, mmint sociology major from Los

has

announced her engagement to Robert Boyle*, senior speech correction and sociology major from Merced. Miss Rhoads is a member
of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority. The couple plan a January 1967
wedding.
Diane Longneeker, junior Spanish major from Los Gatos, Is
engaged to John Larsen, who is in the United States Air Force in
Amarillo, Texas. The wedding date has not been decided.
Carole Edmundraen, junior sociology major from Redondo Beach
arul Pat Kelso of Lakewood have announced their engagement. They
plan a June 17 wedding.
Joan Twza, senior art major from San Carlos, Is engaged to
Wayne Roberts, senior history major from New Medford, Mass.
Miss Teza is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi and Roberts is a member of Theta Xi. The couple plan a spring or summer 1967 wedding.
Karen Taylor, junior interior decoration major from Sunnyvale and Charles R. Wall, graduate business major from San Jose.
have announced their engagement. Miss Taylor belongs to Delta
Zeta sorority and Wall is a member of Sigma Pi fraternity. The
couple plan a September wedding.
Beekey Moore, junior education major from La Jolla, is engaged
to Don Ward, senior business and industrial management major
from Los Angeles. A January wedding is planned.

I

.9iith major,
MISS HISAKO KUYAMA,
and Jiio Shibano, graduate student in business
administration, prepare for finals at the Delta
Zeta sorority house. Both students are here lin__

13, Y

der the Pacific Neighbors student exchange
prolect. Miss Kuyama is living at the Delta Zeta
house and Shibano is staying at Theta Chi fraternity.

Sample College Life

Exchange Students at SJS
Two students will be cleti:ii-rm;
for Japan this stainner, leaving
a better understanding of the
Japanese canine at SJS

and

taking with them many lasting
memories and friendships.
iiitior

Miss Ilisako
English major, and
graduate student

Okayama, Japan. The organization has engaged in a student
exchange program for three
years, during which time two
students from both Okayama
and San JOSe have the opportunity to live in the respective

ilia no,
iness ad-

ministration, were egeliange students during the 1565-66 college
year under the Pacific Neighbors
student exchange project.
SISTER-CITY RELATIONSHIP
Pacific Neighbors is a semiofficial corporation organized by
the city of San Jose to promote
a sister-city relationship with

Both Miss Kuyama and Shibano were given the opportunity
to sample all aspects of college
living. Before moving into Delta
Zeta sorority and Theta Chi fraternity they were staying with
families in the area.
This is the second semester
Delta Zeta sorority has had an
exchange student living with
them. "We intend to continue
participating in the program until they run out of people to

A

send us," Sue Hammer, Panhellenic delegate from the sorority said.
HUCKLEBERRY

Miss Kuyama
taking several English classes at SJS. She
explained how amazing it is that
she can read a book like Huckleberry Finn, an American tradition, in Japan and then read it
again here and find two entirely
different interpretations.
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Nancy C. Humphreys, sophomore history major from San Jose,
is engaged to Edward J. Hoffman, senior chemistry major from
Redwood City. ’rhe couple plan an Aug. 20 wedding.
Nancy Shows, former SJS student and Gamma Phi Beta member, has announced he.. engagement to Skip Yawl, senior business
and indiegrial management major from San Jose. Yazel belongs to
Sigma Pi fraternity. A September wmIding is planned.
Betty Loa Mathes, mrniiir music major from Redwood City
and Boh McBride, senior .sociology major, have annotincvd their
engagement. Miss Mathes is a member of Mu Phi Epsilon, mu.sic
honorary sucioty. The wedding date has not been set.
Jo An Lewis, junior occupational therapy major from Pomona.
is engaged tu Ian MacAulay, senior law enforcement and adminlstraion major from Ross, Calif. MacAulay is a member of Chi Pi
Sigma fraternity. The couple have not set the wedding date.
Kristine Oxfam, senior English major fmm San Jose and Richard Morrella, senior sociology major, have anounceci their engagement. Miss Oxsen belongs to Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority and
Morrella belongs to Tau Delta Phi. An Aug. 14 wedding is planned
Kathy Muir, junior recreation major from Larkspitr has announced her engagement to Richard Tatley. senior real estate major
from Fullerton. Miss Muir belongs to the California Park and
Recreation Society. The vimdding (late has not been decided.
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COLLEGE PLAN
exclusively for
I1F COLLEGE MAN

I:( 11 1-’1 NDS
The
r
mimics
Research I.
, ’it, at SJS has
submitted
;,iestr tor $62,929
in research funds for two separate projects.
Dr. F:rnest L. Ingwood, director of the Institute. said a
two-year pmject, the Technical
Service Administration plans to
establish an economic data center at SJS gathering data on
production, employment. bank
clearings anti retail stiles within
Simi, tiara

SAY

INGRATULATIO\
I. OR A JOB
A, ELL DONE.
c wish you the best aN

Give your shoes
a new look
f or summer.
firing them to
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
43 E. Santa Clara
294-9929

you prepare to go Pr bigger and better things. If
Ice may he of service
somewhere along the line.

RENT

it will be our pleasure.

(student rates)

For Your

PINNING’S

L:OLLEGEMASTER

Laura Livingston. sophomore sociology major from Brentwood.
has been pinned to Phillip Goodman, junior business and industrial
management major from Burlingame. Miss Livingston is a member
of Gamma Phi Beta and Goodrnan is a member of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon.
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Frank Hoey
Darwin Shoop

286 6700

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
ac5-6765
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Jim Norge+
Ken Omstead

Fidelity Union
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Late model standard
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free delivery

Barbara Griffin, senior design major from Los Gatos, is pinned
to Ray Day, senior business major from San Carlos. Miss Griffin
is a member of Alpha Chi Omega sorority and Day is a member of
Sigma Nu fraternity.
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Mowing to
hoth sound and light and Is like
taking a trip."
Three projectors set up in the
balcony will throw colorful designs and images onto a huge
screen on the stage. The designs
are also flashed onto the crowd
(lancing and the band members
who will be playing on the stage.

I:I

Lurie Snook, junior social science major from Glendale, has
been pinned to Ai Aviteilla, senior psychology major from San Francisco. Avecilla is a member of Sigma Nu fraternity.

She says that the biggest difference between the United
States and Japan is the cultures.
The Japanese culture is old and
has much tradition. The United
States is making tts own culture,
which gives us more freedom,
she explained.
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ariti Itiie Selina*, graduate
Utica’ science maim., will sponsor the second "Ectixielec Trip"
dance Saturday at the (Ivie
Auditorium from 8.30 p.m. to
1 a.m. The (twill-rifled dance and
f(q1.1tIre t he
light shoW
"Jefferson Airplane." "E Types,"
"William Perm and His Pals."
and the "Chocolate Watchband."
Tickets vvill be on sale today.
tomorrow and Friday from 3::tu5:30 p.m. at the Civic Auditorium door and on Saturday fr,iiii
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tickets are
$2.25 per periion.
Because of the crowd at the
last show the admission will lie
restricted to 2.000 persons.
"Some people characterize this
type of show as "Total recreation." Schillar said. "It is Ft
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Men’s
SLIGHTLY IRREGULAR

STRETCH JEANS
MADE TO SELL FOR $5.98

By a Famous Name
Manufacturer

FAMOUS
MANUFACTURER’S

LADIES BERMUDAS
Off-white with contrasting elasticized belt;
front zip with side pockets

SPORT
SHIRTS
s299 s388

MEN’S

100/0 VIRGIN WOOL
22.95
roq

SALESMEN’S SAMPLES
SWIMWEAR TOPS
SWIMWEAR

1/3 OFF
1/3 OFF

NOW
were 15.00
Embroidered and crocheted trim Sizes 34-40

J.M. McDONALD CO.
3171 Meridian Ave. at Foxworthy

See our regular line of Kennington shirts in the latest
hopsacic and bold patterns.

NOW

SHELLS

$1 1.00

Hacienda Gardens Shopping Center
Monday, Thursday, Friday 10 until 9Sundays 12 to 5

Call 266-1161

LADIES

SHIFTS
Beautiful

reg. 13.00

NOW

$750
$899

assorted color prints

J.M. McDONALD Co. is name brand headquarters for
for Jantzen, Catalina, Evan Picone, Koret of California,
Bobby Brooks, Robbie Rivers, Sue J., Jack Winter, Graff,
Darlene, Pendleton, and White Stag.

-% e Major Upsets Necessary for SJS Gridders
To Enjoy Success in Tough 1966 Campaign

Wednesday. June 1. 1466’

8--CPARTAN DATET
_
_

By LEE JUILLERAT
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Winning records have not been
customary for SJS footballers in
recent years, and unles.s the Spartans can pull some major upsets,
the ’66 season looks to follow
the same pattern.
The year opens with tough Stanio.d hosting SJS in Palo Alto on
Sept. 17. The Indians hold Ft 20-2
odge over San Jose.
-4ophomore quarterback Dave
...hington has moved two-year
-.Agile’ caller Dave Lewis to halfback. With returnees John Read
and Bob Blunt rounding out the
backfield and Mike Hibler and
John Mason in the line, the Stanford gridders are looking forward
to improving on their 6-3-1 record.

BUY A BUCKET OF KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
with hot rolls and real chicken gravy
-

ntuclgfried
Chicken

FIRST AT HOME
Opening the Spartans’ four home
garnet: will be Brigham Young University on Sept. 24 in an 8 p.m.
game.
’ BYU beat the SJS crew for
, the first time in nine tries last
year en route to the Western Collegiate Athletic Conference title
and a 6-4 mark.
A possible break the following

TAKE-H ME
Order By Phone!
12th and Santa Clara

286-8685

COM1 TO PROCTOR S FOR TIII HST RALUIS
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weekend will find the Spartans , The Spartans teat something
visiting Eugene and the University ’new on Nov. 5 with the University
of Idaho in a day -game at Spartan
of Oregon.
The Ducks slipped to a 4-5-1 Stadium,
Besides finishing 5-5 in ’65, the
season in ’65 and are lacking linemen and searching for a No. 1 Idaho contingent is an esen 5-3
quarterback. Over the years. Ore- against the Spartans.
Laises light in numbers, but
gon holds a 7-1 advantage over
heavy in talent, will hinder Utah
SJS.
Another short trip, this time to State in ’66.
California at Berkeley, pits SJS
Gone from the 8-2 unit of last
against a team they have never year are All-Americans Roy Shivbeaten in six games.
ers and Mary Kendrick. Utah lost
only nine lettermen and have 34
SIZE AND SPEED
returning.
Cal boasts size and speed with
They figure to be tough again,
Dan Berry, Jerry Bradley and
however, svith all the offensive
trackster Forest Beaty heading
line back and most of the defense
the offensive attack.
Leading individuals are
San Diego State moves into returning.
Edwards, E’ric
Spartan Stadium for an evening Jim LeMoine, Ron
and Dave
encounter Oct. 15. San Diego con- Maugh, Gerald 1Vatson
sistently ranks among the top-ten Clark.
SJS is 5-3 in the career series.
in small college ratings and produces pro-prospects each year.
HOME CLOSER
The team most in the area have
Closing out the home campaign,
never heard of, Texas Western, and the year, will be Fresno State
figures on paper to provide the College in another Spartan Stasternest test.
dium afternoon battle.
STEVE COX plans an all-out assault for the SJS receiving record
The nation’s No. 2 passer, a soph
Fresno pulled an upset over the
in ’65, Billy Steven will aim for
in ’66 after falling just shy of the mark last year. The short splitto
up
their
last
year
Spartans
Chuck Hughes, Bob Wallace and
end nabbed 38 aerials last year, two shy of the record 40 recepSJS.
13-17-1
with
mark
to
series
Chuck Anderson.
7-4 last year
tions.
In their spring intrasquad game, The Bulldogs were
be stronger.
the final score was 43-41. Of 122 and expect to
1 .
New coach Darryl Rogers de- Mates Martin Baccaglio and Mel Hall, Fred Gereb and Lindsey
passes, 67 were completed for a
Hughes join with Baccaglio and
total of 1,087 yards and eight pends on quarterback Dan Robin- Tom.
After a slovv start la.st year, the Tom on offense and defense.
son and offensive standouts Ken
touchdowns.
Lortg, Ross Baniseter and Bill Aus- Spartans took five in a row before
Planning on using his top men
DEPENDABLE 1L’OP
tin to move the ball and has Bill being upset by Fresno in the whenever possible, Anderson will
Dependable University of Pacific Wilsey and Kirt Frazier on the de- season finale to finish 5-5.
play most of the starters both
Anderson plans a heavy passing ways. Some, naturally, svill see
plays host to SJS the following fensive platoon.
offense, but notes the rushing at- duty as specialists, especially kickweekend in Stockton, but the UOP
PASS CATCHERS
tack is doubtful. Leading the at- er Ted Mills, who hit on four
squad has ambitions of turning
For the Spartans, Coach Harry tackers have been transfer Randy attempts in the Varsity-Alumni
Tiger in ’66.
UOP lost only seven of 45 letter- Anderson will rely on split end Key and holdovers Bob Parlasca spring game.
men from ’65, but needs a re- Steve Cox and flanker S. T. Saf- and Eric Watts.
Fall drills will begin two weeks
placement for record passer Tom fold to catch the tosses from Bill
LINE STANDOUTS
before school, in late August, as
Holman.
Danny
and
Casey
Strain,
Especially strong in the line, the Spartans attempt to smooth
The Spartans also have strength
SJS is 23-14.5 against the Stockthe line with All-American can- Chuck Rogers, Sam Moore, Roy out their attack.
in
footballers.
ton

wond_erful to behold
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HINT FOR A DIAMOND FROM PROCTOR’S
We have been providing engagetnent rings to three generations of
girls in the San Jose area.

Cool Casuals

You can buy with assurance of quality and value when you select
a ring from PROCl’OR’S. Come in and see our wonderful selection. Prices from $100.

iaLAD

WIN EITHER OUTFIT
lust fill in this coupon and drop it at
the Tiger Shop or Sportanear DepartWinners will
ment by Saturday, June
be announc.ed Wednesday. June 8.

4Ieweter
91 SOUTH FIRST STREET, Downtown SAN JOSE
tir;cirty, &

,

Pmkinn T

Validatoti

307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN JOSE

Name
Addres
Bey

Girl

When die occasion calls for "casual," nothing says it better than our
bright cheerful pants hy White Stag. The day or night may he warm,
but you’ll stay cool and fresh because they’re cotton and KodeV polyester, crease resistant and wash and wear. Cool green, grape, chamois
or Persian blue. 8-18. S9. Top this with a striped color coordinated
cotton rib knit top, one of many. S-111-L. $6. Better sportswear, street
floor. He can put the accent on "coolness" with these ivy, powder blue
Press-Free; trousers hy
$7 Tiger shop. street floor. Combined with
a bright yellow Dacron’ polyester and cotton perma-ironed ivy shirt hy
Arrow, and a sleeveless vest. The shirt, $6, the vest $9. Men’s store.
street floor, Macy’s Valley Fair.
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Likins iop iriaterdog;
Wins Decathlon Title
Winning half of the events, and
never placing below the first five,
Jack Likins captured the spring
water polo decathlon competition
completed last week.
Likins grabbed five firsts, winning the 200 head-high crawl
Ischciol record of 1:59.3) kick reach
(29 to tie school record), rebounding (112 to tie school record), re% trsals and ball-handling.
Bob Likin.s. Jack’s younger

.

JIM MOBLAD
. "fantastic improvement

Golf Team Shoots
For NCAA Crown
Friendly Stanford Golf C’ourse
is the site for this year’s NCAA
Golf Tourney on June 21-25.
For Spartan golfers, the Indian
course has been a happy-hunting
grounds for the last five years.
And the last time the NCAA tourney was held on the Stanford
links, in 1948, SJS swinger Bobby
Harris took the individual championship.
Returning to Stanford will be
Ron Cerrudo, Terry Small, Don
Keffer, Ross Randall and Chris
Andrews. Cerrudo regained his eligibility in the last week of the
year after a scholastic deficiency.
Over the year, Keffer was the
low-average golfer with Randall
and Small close behind.

PiKA Softball Champ

brother and the goalie of the 1965
freshman team, placed second with
consistent high plucings off-setting
the fact that he won only one
event the free -shot accuracy,
where he tied the school record
of 15.
A surprise third-place finisher
was Steve Williams, who showed
fine water polo skills although he
has only played the game for two
years.
Several experienced players
notably Jim Moblad and Steve Hoberg did not complete the full
10-event slate, so vvere not eligible
for the top rankings.
THREE WINS
The decathlon completion ended
the spring practice, which was
lighted by three exhibition wins in
as many contests.
"Predicting on the basis of our
spring performance, I will say next
fall’s team will be tougher than
this yeaes," stated coach Lee
Walton.
This statement carries more impact when it is noted that the 1965
squad was rated as the sixth best
in the nation.
"Lilcins (Jack) was the outstanding overall performer of
spring practice, capped by his decathlon victory," the coach cm[blued.

--Photo by Loti

MAKES THE FUTURE BRIGHT
Charlie Nave (above), the Spartans’ fourth leading h:tter this
season, will be one of 20 basebaiiers returning for another shot
at collegiate competition next spring. The SJS nine was disappointing this season, finishing with a 12-22 mark.
VETERAN WHAT AM
Track coach Llyod C. (Bud)
Winter is in his 22nd year at the
helm of the Spartan track squad.
In 18 of his 22 years the Spartans have scored in the NCAA
champion.ship meet, including a
present string of 10 straight years.

’FANTASTIC IMPROVEMENT’
Walton also praised Moblad for
"fantastic improvement," Hoberg
for his steady play, and the efforts
of Don Moore, John Williams and
Doug Arthur.
What is expected to be a fine
team might turn in to a great
one, if several expected junior college transfers follow through on
their promises.
Top notch would be Foothill’s
Greg Hind, one of the top poloists
in the nation and an AAU AllAmerican. Wayne Lear and Mike
Conway are other catches Walton
hopes to land.
GRAD ADVANCES
Former Spartan football ace
Les Davis was named head football coach at Hayward State recently.
Davis, 28, was a guard for the
Spartans.

SPARTAN DATLY-7

PITCHING RECORDS
Spartan pitching great Johnny
Oldham, class of 1954, holds SJS
career records for innings pitched
(320), walks (293), strike outs
1412) and vvins (20).
The sensational right hancler
also holds single season bigb-water
mark for innings pitched 026%).

Fraterinty fast pitch softball mg seven runs in the first inning
champion pi Kappa Alpha %,,,hippediand holding on for the %ictory.
The Fruits’ main threat was a
indenpdent champion Fruit of thei
three -run rally in the first inning.
Loom last week to earn all-college; Big guns for PiKA were John
intramural fast pitch softball hon- Keating with two hits and three
RBIs, Dennis Smith with three
OrS.
The first two games of the best - hits and Larry Solari with a triple.
Jim Rose was on the mound for
two-of-three series were played
Thursday, with the two teams the Fruits in the second contest,
splitting and setting the stage for and he proved to be the master
the climactic third contest Friday. of the situation in outdeuling two
PiKA won Thursday’s first con- PiKA hurlers for the independtest 8-5 and bowed 4-3 for its only ents’ only sictory.
defeat in 13 games this season.
FIRST GAME
MVO Campbell turned in a fine
Rose’s two-run single highlighted
pitching performance in the final
contest and was supported with a three-run, fourth-inning uprising
some strong hitting to lift the to give the Fruits the margin of
fraternity champs to a 5-1 victory victory.
Campbell, the loser in the secin the game for all the marbles.
ond contest, was the difference in
FOURTH INNING UPRISING
the final game as he pitched a
In the first game of the series, two-hitter in besting Independent
PiKA set down the law fast, scor- pitching hero Junior Esteves.

r

AMERICAN
FAMILY
STEAKHOUSE

Worship Sunday at
9:30 aan. College Study (
I

NO WAITING
We have 6 buyers

to serve you.
AT
cparta’it geekitePe

receive highest
possible prices on all
books to be reused on
this campus.

98c
Oil Filters
at discount prices

FREE 20c soft drink
over 59c and Student Body card
DINNERS

Dinners served with roll. frill(

The Alameda at Shasta

1111Mm=11........

Lubrication

$1
Battery Charge $1

Brake Adj.

Westminster
Presbyterial’
Church

8:30 a.m., I I a.m.

broke d I-1 tie in the
third frame by taking achatitage
of three Fruit errors for four runs
and the chanipionship. Key hits in
the inning were stroked by Pat
O’Connell, Smith and Keating.
PiKA had got in the scoreboard
first with a run in the second
without the benefit of a hit, while
the Fruits tied the count in the
bottom half of the inning with
Bob Cavallero’s triple and a sacrifice fly

I STUDENTS!
Iwith purchase

!".

or

this ad.

.79
1/2 Lb. Ground Round
1.29
Top Sirloin
1.39
New York Steak
1.99
16 Oz. T-Bone
.49
1/4 Lb. Burger
.69
Steerburger
.69
Steak Sandwich
1.19
Chicken in a Basket
SUNDAY SPECIAL
.99
Chicken in a Basket
MONDAY NITE SPECIAL
.99
Top Sirloin
23 No. Market St.
Downtown San Jose

Tire Repairs

$1

fries, or baked potato.

Open 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
297-9089

Guaranteed

RECAPS
$748
I exchange
black wall

4fh & William
10fh
Tay/or

--Ai ill= gm mu am mom um am immi um imi iim

SELLING YOUR
BOOKS ? t)
aid& .

EARLY SALE BONUS
TODAY through JUNE 10
cpartait geektitepe
"Right on Campus"

most sizes

Puritan Oil Co.

You

Open until 7:30 p.m.

a

6th & Keyes
131h & Julian

1
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Student To Train in Auto Styling
Bob Lovejoy Jr., senior industrial design major will be in Warren, Michigan, this summer working on a hypothetical problem in
transix)rtatian styling under the
auspices of General Motors.
According to Jack Crist, industrial design program coordit):: t , .1

this is the fifth straight year that
a SJS student has been Invited to
participate in the styling training
program.
"It is an exercise very much
like thaw regular stylers do, going
from the development phase and
terminating in a model," Crist said.

Another student industrial design graduating senior Craig Yamamoto has received employment
offers from Ford and Cluysler
(Continued Irani Page I)
in Detroit, exist says.
sensitive to the opinions or their
In other news from the I.D. Pro- sorority sisters (whose clothes
gram, Crist says Chrysler has they are probably wearing, anymade a "significant contribution" way) and this naturally leads to
to the program for use in scholar- a "Sally" look.
ships and in the overall program.
The complaint that Greeks are
This is the third contribution by "rich kids" was denied in part
Chrysler. Ford and General Motors by the fraternities and accepted
made contributions earlier this with great qualification by the
sororities.
year.
The men pointed out that in
Upcoming this semester is the
announcement of the $100 Donald every house there are members
Moore International Business Ma- from poor as well as wealthy
families, plus some who have no
chines Scholarship.
Next fall, industrial design stu- family connections at all. Some
dents will be going to the Indus- of the houses were identified and
identification as
the
trial Designers Society of America accepted
National Conference in San Fran- "rich houses." As one fraternity
president pointed out, it takes a
cisco.
Students iterested in going to the very complicated financial struc"first-ever" west coast IDSA con- ture to support a house, and the
ference are to contact Crist in help of wealthy alumni and families is invaluable.
IA228.

Phone Company
Asks Assistance
A

f

The Students’ Fhwist
Since 1885

1\1

ti

Companionship and Cooperation Claimed
As Major Benefits odnfy. areGrhebtet kson,dtrkogramthat the

The Pacific Telephone Company
busiliess office in San Jose requested student assistance in endof-year termination of telephone
service.
According to a company representative, the end of the school
year places a heavy load on the
telephone company.
requested
representative
The
that students call the business
office at 28S-9000 immediately to
indicate intention to disconnect
service.

Corner of 2nd & San Fernando
292-8311

Tau Delta Phi
Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary
scholastic fraternity, will elect new
officers tonight at 7:30 in Cafeteria A and B.

COST OF LIVING
"I am surprised that we can
keep the cost of living at a house
as low as we do. It is as little as
most guys pay for unapproved
housing of the same quality and
it is certainly lower than most
approved living methods" Some
members dissented.
One SAE said, "I would move
out if I hadn’t put so much money
into the house. It is basically cheap
to live in a house, but there are
a lot of costs to pay that independents don’t have."
Many sorority girls and officers
admitted that they seem to attract "girls from better situated
families." They pointed out that
most girls do not work and must
depend on their families to support a life that most agreed is expensive. More than this, the coeds
from the higher socio-economic
levels identified with the values
about dress and etiquette and community semice, while those from

SpaKan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS:A.11
CAT OF F.XTRAORDINARV & white, spayed. Needs
293-4110 after 5 p.m.
WE WILL PAY you one -do .
kitten a good home. Call 297 . .
LADIES! ! Need money? Ditirlay f nt
table appointments tn wnrlinnt Arun,
experience required. Scholarsh.ps sal ,ry
or commission. Car necessar
BONUSES! Mr. Barnes. 377-8465.
SHOE COVERING CLASS. June 3 eve.
For information cad 292-2877 after 5
BEST OF LUCK durinl
-omber vou will re-eive il,gHert r
.ir sp.no
brr
ble ptines
’AN BOOKSTORE, -Ri-7ht on Campus...
LAKE TAHOE. Female roommats(s)
Jrnmer. 294 3296. Can provide +re!

1111,1=11111111
2168.
’64 CAMPER, Ford Econoline. Very good
condition. $1875. SJS extension 2581 or
244-6927.
’57 DODGE. V.8 herd+nt.,, eufnmniin
trensm;ssion, pOWfir brakes
t.rns
rebuilt engine. 4 years e’d Ori iir.1
owner Must sell. $195. 251 1/34,
p.m.
clays afte,
’45 BRIDGESTONE 60 rc. 4 speed trans:
mission. good condition. $210. 294-6633.
Bill.
’62 ALLSTATE COMPACT SCOOTER.
Excellent condition. 3700 miles. $150.
377-7878 after 5 p.m.
’60 S1MCA. R/H. new tires. recent engine & transmission overhaul. Runs well,
good gas mileage. Must sell at once.
$150. Call 294.9315.
’65 VW. Dark green. immaculate condition. 10,500 miles, $1450. Call 293.4110
after 5 p.m.
TR-3, ’57. Rebuilt enoine & transmission.
Red with black interior. Best offer over
$450. 295.4348.
’S7 VW. Sunroof, excellent condition.
good paint, new valves. new battery.
Runs good. $500. Call 294-9687.
’66 HONDA 60. Eeellent condition, low
mileage, I owner. Phone 294-1528.
’50 FORD. 2 -door, good motor, derent
body fair tires. crummy interior. Trade
for Boeing 707 or $60_ Call 293-0865.
’60 VALIANT WAGON. Ideal surf wag-on. Phone 297-5710 or 264-3330.
SPRINT by FITCH. A poor man’s Porsche
now, but was a 1961 Corvair before mod
ification. One owner and complete car
history. $795. Call Tony_ at 297.0428.
’60 FORD convertible. V.8, stick. good
condif;u:n. $49S (rnu,t sell) 297 6149 or
294 MO after 6 P1,
’14 HONDA SO. 4 sp,n-1 1, .!1,.nt . on
.n. $125. Cali 294 9687.
EkOING TO EUROPE. Must WI 15 500
rr Tournph with only 1.100 rni ’60 Stud’,
Sports Hawk. Asking $475. Call AI at
286-3596.
’56 VW. R/H, now transmission. En :inn
:n good shann. new battery. $325. j95.
9313.
7578 after 6 n

Glris

the middle and lower groups saw
these values as being "phony" or than they were in the days of rac- Greeks foster are now laughed at
and demonstrated against. What
coon coats."
"provincial."
Here Is the problem of the now, llth Street?
GOING GREEK
Going Greek on this campus is ,1,05toteeleter,"&0501054Weletirrriirie’5":".010’,,,,,..,,e5.05,105454$
described by some as a sure way
to flunk out. Looking at the records, for the sororities, this just
isn’t true-- their grade average is
higher than the all-women grade
average. The fraternity average is
lower than the all -men’s, but as
one Sigma Nu put it, "You don’t
Inhave to be a Greek to fail .
dependents do it too." Many fraternity members explain the lov)
grade average as the result of a
lack of encouragement in scholarl
purusits in the house as well a,
the difficulty of living with a lam,
group of men (who will be boy.)
and concentrating on studies. Som.,
say it would be easier to get better grades on the "outside" because of all the activities and ;,s
meeting in the house. All the
houses have mandatory studj.
hours for the freshmen.
The image of the Greeks seems
to he much worse than the reality,
but the image is there. Is it this
image that is keeping people from
rush? Or is it something deeper?
Independents seem to think it
is something deeper than the
image of llth Street that is killing
the system.

SPARTANS

Would You Be/ieve

FIX-UR-OWN AUTO is now in business to
let you serve yourself!
A SELF-SERVICE DO IT YOURSELF
AUTO REPAIR SHOP
OPEN 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M.
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

We help car owners repair their own auto-

\ mobiles. You can save over 50% of the cost
to repair your car!

All tools and stalls are at your service
for a rasonable price. We give free expert help.

. t. FIX-UR-OWN AUTO AND SAVE

458 WILLOW ST.

k’’ CALL 294-2444

PEOPLE ARE DIFFERENT
’ ’.’
(Behind the Pied Piper Pest Control Serivce)
.:,
"People are different. The
’..woweove,,,.4401446.wwwle,..towrw"...wevo.
need
a
group
to
mold
themdon’t
selves to. They want to learn who
1
they are and then mold groups to
fit themselves," said history graduate Monna Carter, who quit
her house as a senior because "it (.32,
wasn’t me."
JJ--;
"The world is looking into itself, changing its focus, abandoning the group concept of personality. It takes a group of similar
girls all working for similar goals
to make a house. People are no
longer like that. If they are similar, they look for difference. They
want to work for their own goals.
84 E. San Feri.ando
Group loyalties, like patriotism,
Next to Western Union Offic
are dying. College students am be- ’1j.k
(between 2nd & 3rd Sts.)
coming conscious of themselves
298-5404
/
and their fellow man . . . not just
their peer group. Fidelity to a
’a
group of similar friends is old and us
stale compared to the adventure
and excitement of tearing down
tradition and involving oneself
with the problems of the world similar or not. Variety is the spice
of life, and college Oudents these

NOW - 2 LOCATIONS

Moyer Music

Largest Se/ection of Guitars in Town

:4
py,

a

n nen,. $25. Desk 2 HOUSES (Christian House). Coedu- FURNISHED APT. 1/2 block from college.
21
TV $10. Cak cational. Room & board, 18 meals per I bedroom, very modern. insulated,
week. Reservations for fall term. 205 S. quiet. $100. Water & garbage. Available
1.2,1" Ss. 793.9582. after 4 p.m
July 1st. 463 S. 7th. 295-5362.
WANTED 1,41
RENT FOR FALL 3 room apt. for 3 stu- 1 & 2 BEDROOM deluxe furnished apts.
dents. Large closets, attractive. $105 parr Summer rates $70 & $90. 762 S. 10th.
.0,41.1ER OPENINGS FOR college stu- a,onth 41,os
259 4466 or 378 9767.
292-2250
,dents. Selling general products. Can
,or.tinue at your convenience diming HOUSE, four bedrooms, fully furnished.
LOST AND FOUND 16)
,chool year. Highest route sales corn 12th near William. Garage. Available
re;ssion. Basic sales experience & business ’ June, 101h. $130. Rhone 252.4247.
LOST: Small black shaggy puppy (fetraining. Scholarships available for most COLLEGE MAN. Single room. Kitchen, male). Name: "Sloopy." Contact Linda
promising leaders. Contact mr. Barrett TV. & livingroom privileges. 115 S. 14th or Joan. 342 S. I Ith, 43. 297.5397.
’197 410,11
o.rn
St. Call 286-2704, evenings.
WHOEVER "accidentally" picked up a
- 1 & 2 BEDROOM furnished apts. Pool.
2 GIRLS part-time work in nursery 121 N. 8th. Summer & fell from $85 to black binder & paper chromatography
book at Spartan Bookstore, please return
schor.l. Room, board and salary. Summer
8130. Manager, apt. I. 297-5203.
the bind,- Pi contents) to lost & found
& Cod fall. Phone 286-0883. Near SJS.
LANE APTS. New, close, spacious. I
STUDENTS - "Don’t be conned by En- bedroom apts. designed for groups of 3.
PERSONALS (71
:lye nrmdie come on’s. Get a fair shake Individual closets & 2 bathrooms. Also 2
r d an honest guarantee and work for bedroom, 2 bath apts. Summer rates CUSTOM MADE contemporary wadding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold & sil.
the best-: Selling Great Books of the 535/person. 439 S. 4th. 286-4442.
Wertem World. Investigate our summer FURNISHED ROOMS. Male students. ver. G. Larimore 354-1273.
;cholership & commission program. Call Kitchen privileges. No smoking or drink"BELIEVE ON THE Lord Jesus Christ,
Ad,ion 29S-4104.
ing. 510 & $15. 293-3088.
and thou shalt be saved." Acts, 16:31.
NATIONAL CO. needs 3 accounting SUMMER RATES. Furnished studios, 2 & Christ I receive V,J.
tv1,4 have BS in accounting. 3 bedroom apts. $59 up. Nice kitchens.
Age .n 33. ()mit deferred or completed. 628 S. 10th St. After 4 p.m.
SERVICES (8)
Th s is an excellent Co. with unlimited SUMMER RATES. $75-90 per month ine for advancement. To $650. Same cludes all utilities. Large completely fur- FAST, ACCURATE, GUAP,ANTEED TYPCO d kr, needs Industrial Engineers. Must nished 3 room apt. Girls or couple. 595 ING in my home. Editing upon request
have BSME or BS1E. To $700. Both posi- S. 9th St. Call 259-1557.
259-5118.
tions are fee paid by Co. Also may fee
MEN - From June 10, large, cool, AUTOMOBILE & MOTORCYCLE INio+s owsileble. Personnel Search Agency.
SURANCE for students. Chet Bailey,
with
livrooms,
single
or
double
quiet
C -immunity Bank Building. 111 W. St. .ingroom, TV room & 2 kitchens. Parking. 286-5386. 707 N. Fint St., Suite *1.
1 -.hr 286-8181.
$22.50 to $30 a month, for summer. 532 21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
ATTENTION MEN! 1 Need money? Dis- S. 9th, see Rick or call 264-3994.
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
rlay lire table appointments to single "THE MATADOR" 201 S. 13th now ac- annually. Dave Towle. 244-.9600.
wnrkir, nirk. Full or part time.
cepting summer & fall residents. Double
Car neces- & single rooms. Kitchen privileges. Ap EXPERT TYPING SERV1CL 5 years typproved housing or unapproved Apt. Rea- ing for SJS students. 258-4335
VAUGHN’S SEMESTER CLEAN-UP. 1/2
GIRL FOR PART TIME BOOKKEEPING sonable rates. Clean. 295-9521.
91 S. 12th-10 sale. Suits, sport coats, slacks, shirts.
JOB. ..mmnr "rid fall. Call Morgado & 2 HOUSES FOR
s
9640. 1-4 p.m.
rooms. 150 S. 12th-8 rooms. Excellent jackets. sweaters. 125 S. 4th.
for fraternity or sorority. For full infor- WILL EXCHANGE babysitting on weekGO WHERE THE ACTION IS! Work in
ends. SJS area. Phone 294.7591, after
--.sphere with top executives. mation, call 292-7278.
-I b. ,
ier.optionist position will be avail. GIRL ROOMIE needed to share 2 bed- 5:30 p.m.
able ir mid -June. Employer paid fee. room, 2 bath apt. in Sept. $50 per
TRANSPORTATION 191
Must be ar. accurate typist and have a month. Cell 294.2922. Room 202.
pleu,n1 phone" voice. Salary $325. Also FURNISHED 3.room duplex ap+. Newly NEED RESPONSIBLE DRIVER to Detroit.
fee jobs. Personnel Search Agency, Com decorated. 269 N. 7th St. Phone 258. Leave around June 10th. Will pay your
munity Bark Building, I 11 W. St. John. 7850. Couples preferred.
expenses. Please call Fred McGuire. 293296.818i,
ROOMMATES NEEDED. Male business 4212.
SUMMER HASHER FOR DINNER. 443 students. $35 per month for summer. See NEED RIDER to go East after finals.
S 11 th betwenn 4:30-7:00 p.m. Also Stan, 65 S. Ilth St., *13.
Final destination Ohio. Call Susan Archhandy man who eon work well. Car pre MALE ROOMMATE needed for SUMITIOr. ibald at 293-9814.
ferred. Cleaning, hauling, painting. $2.00 Large 2 bedroom apt. Beautifully fur11OUr.
nished, 2 pools. 7 minutes from cempus. SEATTLE BOUND June 9th. Need riders.
(Maximum two). Call Brian, 986-0269.
$47 month. Call 251.8878.
HOUSING 15)
1 BEDROOM furnished apts. $80, $90, & RIDE WANTED TO KANSAS CITY
AREA. Around June 10th. Cell Herman
NOW RENTING for summer session. 1 $95. Water & garbage paid. 583 S. Ilth at 354-3793
after 6 p.m.
bedroom furnished apts. Tradewinds, 633 St., *13. 294.9170.
BlKE

$20
A 000 in Grants
warded to SJS
Over

$20,000 has been granted
SJS faculty and students to complete research during academic
year 1966-67.
Students received 20 grants totaling $7,340. Faculty members
received $13,524 for 41 research
grants.
A large portion of the money
comes from the National Science
Foundation Institutional Grants
with the balance from private
grants, industrial grants and income from ongoing reccarrh programs, according to Robert S. Jordan, coordinator SJS Research
Center.

and

5161 Stevens Creek

Rd.
(at Lawrence Station Rd. - across
from Futurama Bowl)
248-9858
/14S761./WI/

IY"

few v-ourel, rcort

r

I.F.AsE.

S. 8th. $75 per month or rent weekly.
Free parking. See manager, Mike Scott
evenings or weekends. Phone 286-4260.
$125 LEASES a 2 bedroom, fully furnished home at 440 Elizabeth St. Near
corner of S. 10th & Santa Clara St. Will
accommodate 4 college students. 2
blocks from SJS. Zulpo Realty, 259.4230.

FURNISHED HOUSE on S. I Ith, 2 bed. RIDER TO DENVER, Kansas City or Coroom & den. Also split-level apts. $80- lumbia, Mo. Leaving June 20. Call 37’0444.
100. Summer rates. 258-8945.
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE. Summer
Roomie. Call manager at 293.9877.
To place an ad:
2 FEMALE ROOMIES needed fc)--A;
summer. Spacious apt. at the State
Visit the
House. Gel Penny. 292-5799.

1 & 2 BEDROOM, completely furnished, STUDIO,
summer rates. $69.50. Large,
carpets & drapes. All electric kitchen.
carpts, drapes, furnished, soft water.
Summer rates. 298-6977 or 248-9145.
659 S. 9th. Call 296.1822.
THE CAMPUS, is now accepting reser- NEED two more for 4.man apt. for sumvations for summer & fall. Summer rates, mer. Split
level. 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $25
$70.$100 For 2 4 people. Fall rates, $140 pe- month. 70
S. 8th, *5. 295.7021.
or $160 2 bedroom. 555 S. Ith.
GIRL
NEE060.
Summer, $25/month.
NEW SPACIOUS APTS. Furnished, featuring fireplace 2 baths. large closets. Own room in apt. 545 S. 7th. Spacious.
291.6694.
sue deck co’or TV. party room. Close to
SJS. Now taking reservations. Also, GIRLS. House for rent. 2 bedroom. 2
roommates needed. Manager. 215 S. bath. Patio & garage. Available after
131
FOR SALE
finals. 292-1869, after 6 p.m.
12th St.. #2, 292-9170 or 379-5233.
Fxcelle.nt
SILVERTONE
e
TV.
21"
STATE HOUSE, 508 S. I Ith. Now ac- FEMALE ROOMIE, upper division, needSarrifire for cepting reservations for summer & fall. ed for fall. $50 month. Near campus.
Furnished, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, ample Call Robin 295-5543. Unapproved apt.
mug sELL A ’ t.4 ,tereo. New. Solid closet space. Summer rates: 2-$80, 3- R-gtiiii-HEO APTS. Large, modern, quiet.
ton 4-$100 per mon+1,. FAII $180 per Garane. Ideal shident Ineettirm. 294.9810
Wall, et
,
IltOrld,141$ 292./195.
Jr 15 I.
1 ire y
I a.m. tit 6 pm.

chape4 cuit4I
Stylish selection of suits for
the Junior and Petite figure.
Choice of solids, colors,
plaids and tweeds.
Sins 3-13 & 5-15

Classified Adv. Office - J206
Daily
10:30- 3:30
Submit ads 2 publication. days

Walk Off With Savings!
You’ll always save at Silva Service. Everything in car
care at budget prices. frotn a lubrication to a major
overhaul. Also, nationally known gasoline at discount
prices. Conte in soon!
ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED
EZY CASH STAMPS GIVEN

Start al $14.95
price

to day ad is to run.
78 S. 4th St.SILVA
Send in handy
cash

or

check.

order blank. Enclose
Make

check

Spartan Deily Classifieds.
l

Phone 294 6414, ht. itbS.

out

to

’Rh*
1S6 SOUTH F R rC

SERVICE

295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park It For You.

r

Smith’s Records Semester’s Top Story
Tommy Smith’s world record breaking
track performances have been voted the
top story of the semester by the staff of the
Spartan Daily.
Smith set worki records in the 220-yard
and 200 meter dashes this semester and as
a result collected 1S5 out of a possible 220
points in a vote of 22 staff members.
Smith was the star of this year’s Spartan
track team, competing in a variety of events,
including sprints up to the distance of 440
yards and the long jump.
HENDRICKS RECALL ATTEMPT
The attempt to recall ASB Pres. John
Hendricks placed second in the poll. The recall attempt resulted from a letter sent by
Hendricks to other California State College
student presidents, in which Hendricks called
Jerry Spotter’s election as next year’s ASB
president a "tragedy."
Recall petitions were signed by 2,242 students, more than the 10 per cent constitutionally required. After failing to get the

recall election, the students took the matter
to SJS Pres. Robert D. Clark, who refused
to intervene.
CLARK-GILBAUGH ’FEUD’
Rated third most important story of the
semester was the "feud" between Dr. John
Gilbaugh, dean of the college, and Dr.
Robert D. Clark, SJS president.
Dean Gilbaugh charged in a series of
articles in the San Jose Mercury-News that
faculty and administrators are struggling
for control of American colleges and universities. It was announced May 17 that Clark
had reassigned Dean Gilbaugh to teaching
duties.
FULLER’S VISIT
SJS’ first Distinguished Scholar-in-Residence, R. Bucicminster Fuller, lectured and
taught for two months this semester, and
was given fourth place in the Spartan Daily
news poll.
Fuller, an engineer, inventor, mathematician and author, also fascinated SJS audiences with his views on subjects ranging from

San Francisco’s North Beach to the lxisis
for his invention of the Geodesic Dome.
ASB ELECTIONS
This spring’s ASB election was rated No.
5 in the vote, and saw 36 candidates vie for
the 19 available positions. Jerry Spotter defeated Bill Clark and Al Mason for the
presidency, and Vic Lee won over Jim Conklin
in the race for the vice presidency.
DRAFT STORIES
Stories reporting the draft of college students for the military services ranked sixth in
the Spartan Daily election. Included was not
only the actual draft, but also the Selective
Service College Qualification Tests, demonstrations and speeches against the war,
news from Wa.shington and Viet Nam, and
editorial comments.
JUSTICE WILLIAM O. DOUGLAS
Though only on campus for two days,
William O. Douglas, associate justice of the
U.S. Supreme Court made a significant im-

pact. It was enough to place him seventh on
the top ten list.
Justice Douglas’ comments on freedom of
speech and freedom of the press highlighted
stories on his appearance. During his twoday visit Justice Douglas spoke in classrooms,
at dinners and luncheons, on Seventh Street
and in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Students
heard him, members of the faculty spoke
of him, the Spartan Daily wrote about him
and everyone knew who Justice William O.
Douglas was, after his two-day visit to SJS.
INMAN RESIGNS
There was little doubt among the members
of the Daily staff as to what was the most
surprising story of the past semester. It was
undoubtedly the story which announced the
resignation of Stu Inman as basketball coach
of the SJS varsity and the announcement of
his subsequent repla.cement, Dan Glines.
Inman accepted an offer to a position with
the Converse Rubber Company as their West
Coast Sales Representative. Five days later,
after much speculation, President Robert

D. Clark, made the appointment of Glines.
The Daily staff rated this a, the eighth most
important story of the semester.
LSD--THE HALLUCINATORY DRUG
During the past semester the word ’trip’
became synonymous withnot falling, but
LSD. Every aspect of the drug, from its
effects and use to legislation against possession of the soaked sugar cube hit the pages
of the Daily. These reports made LSD the
number nine story of the semester.
FREEWAY SIGNS FOR SJS
An editorial campaign to get freeway signs
for SJS resulted in their acquisition, and
tenth most important story of the year.
Stories on the judo team winning their
fifth consecutive national championship, reports on Spartacamp ’66, Erich Fromm,
Model United Nations, the quarter system,
the AFT, and the Academic Council opening
their meetings to the press, also rated high
among the top stories of the semester.
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What Delay Holds Back Construction?
Big Question on SJS College Union

JUSTICE DOUGLAS
Visiting scholar, Associate Justice of the U S.
Supreme Court William O. Douglas, spent two
days on the SJS campus earlier this month.

He held press conferences, lectured and visited
classrooms.

Spartan Athletes Garner
National Honors in 1966
By LEE .IFITIIA.EKAT and
JOON JACKSON
Spartan Daily Sports Writent
SJS athletes sprang to national
honors in 1966 after all it was
the season.
Leading the way for the Spartans has been the track team’s
world record holder Tommy Smith.
Smith has been the big news of
the spring by continually amazing
crowds with his ability to burst
from fast to mercurial speeds. His
most outstanding individual effort
came on May 7 when he sped the
200 meters and 220 yards in 19.5
to obliterate the former world record of 20.0.
The run is rated hy a Milligese Scoring Tahle a, the greatest
single performance in track and
field history.
Teammates VW a y n e- Hermen,
Craig Fergus and the trio of high
jumpers have performed well
enough to dominate most teams,
but with Smith they and others
are often unnoticed.
itermen, with his jarkrabbit
starts, rims the ripening leg on
the 440. FM and mile relay teems.
in addition to the HA) anti ii4O.

Despite his lack of height, Hermen
consistently springs past opponents.
Femits ranks as a top chat;
for triple jump honors in the
NCAA Championships at Berkeley
June 21-25. The top collegiate hopstep-jumper, Fergus hopes to he
completely treovered from a leg
injury.
Ed Johnson, Terry Doe and
Gene Zubrinsky all threaten the
seven-foot height in the high
jump. Johnson hit the mark earlier
this season and has been the most
consistent jumper.
Tournaments am all that remain for the SJS tennis and golf
squads.
The tennismen head for Miami
after finals for the NCAA tourney June 13-18. Taking the trip
for SJS will he Nip. 1 netter Raul
Rodney
Contreras, Bob Mimi,
Kop and Yit Louie.
On the year, Butch Krikorian’s
team went 17-3-1.
Spartan golfers move to friendly
grounds for the NCA A Championships .1,ine 21-25 on the Stanford
nolf erairse.
In Ute won-lost column, the

linksters were 9-3.
Football moved into the column
with spring drills.
Spartan hasehallers playing hot
and cold all season, finished with
a 12-22 won -lost record, while the
Jiirlo team contini ,erl to rank as
the best in the nation, winning its
fifth consecutive NCAA championship.
Leading the judrikas was senior
Paul Maruyama. The businessman
from Yamato, Japan, won not only
the 153 -pound division and overall NCAA championship, hut also
captured the 153-pound AAU
championship.
Unlike the judo squad, the SJS
baseball team had a poor season
in 1966, hut can look forward to
more sitecess in 1967, as a majority o fthe lop performers will
return next season.
Coach Ed Sobezak’s biggest job
will be to find replacements for
this year’s top hitter, Dave Mettler, and top hurler, Bill Schmidt.
Also leaving are first. baseman
Pat Duggan, the regular lend -off
hatter, knuckle hall artist John
Lyon. and hard hittine outfielder
Kilian 1’0mM.

By FRANK SWEENEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Most students and faculty know
SJS will have a brand new College
Union, but the big question in their
minds is when?
Behind the Cafeteria between
the Art and the Industrial Arts
buildings in a tree-shaded parking
lot, two identical green signs with
black and white letters proudly
proclaim "Site of San Jose State
College Union, A Common Meeting
Ground for All, Completion 1967."
Occasionally, news of the impending construction filters out to
the public through the news media.
That is all the students know
except that no ground has been
broken.
What is the delay? Will SJS
have its union by the projected
Christmas 1967 date? What will
it be like? The answers are beginning to come to light.

union and part of student fees were
used to finance this stage.
The design and development was
completed in early December of
1965, Rodzen said.
After completion of the preliminary plans the consulting master
plan architect and the landscape
architect of the college approved
them. Plans then were sent to the
Chancellor’s office of the California State Colleges.
The Chancellor’s office approved
the plans in March. Next came the
big delay, the hassle over the secondary contract.
The secondary contract is between the California State College
Board of Trustees and the architect. It deals with the actual construction of the building.
’BIG HURDLE’

Negotiations between the trustees and the architect had been
going since the first of the year,
Rodzen said, but the secondary
contract was not signed until the
first part of April.
NEGOTIATION DELAY
"This was a big hurdle, but not
The principal delay holding back overly uncommon, although it was
construction was negotiations beunexpected this tizne," Rodzen stattween the California State College
ed. "All you can do is get both
Board of Trustees and the architect, Ernest J. Kump Associates of
Palo Alto, according to Roger L.
Rodzen, College Union director.
The contract finally was signed
in April.
Rodzen said the Chancellor’s office approved the design and development plans for the union in
March. "We were hoping for the
design and development and the
contract with the architect to he
signed concurrently. The negotiations over the contract were the
biggest hurdle and we are now
past the preliminary stages," Rodzen said.
Due tn the delay in negotiations,
the new union will not be completed by the previously announced
Christmas 1967 opening date, Rodzen said.

sides squared away until a compromise can be reached.
"I thirdc the negotiation was the
majority of the problem. It took
a goodly amount of time. Negotiations could be over anything from
fee structure to such miscellaneous
things as who reports to whom,"
he commented.
The architects presently are
completing the working drawings,
the actual plans from which the
union will be built. Rodzen estimated it will take four months to
complete them.
$4.5 MILLION
A College Union costs a great
deal of money. This one has a $4.5
million price tag. How is it financed? Where does $4.5 million
come from?
Two major sources furnish the
necessary funds for the union, according to Rodzen.
Although the preliminary design and development was financed
by local funds, the actual construction will be financed by an interim
loan. "After the union is completed
the Federal Housing and Home
Financing Agency (HHFA) literally loans the college and the union

$3.24 million to pay off the interim
loan," Rodzen said.
DIRECT LOAN
"The college cannot get the
money from the federal government until the structure is completed. HHFA turns the money
over to the college and the college
pays it back over a long period
of time. It probably will be a direct
loan rather than in the form of
bonds," Rodzen stated.
The actual construction process
will take 16 to 18 months if there
are absolutely no problems such
as strikes or other construction
delays, Rodzen estimated.
The $4.5 million College Union
will be a three-level structure covering 140,000 square feet, with a
planned addition of a fourth floor
covering 20,000 more square feet.
"We are building into the union
the capability of expanding," Rodzen pointed out.
"One of our goals is to have an
operating College Union prognim
board at the time the union
opens," Rodzen said. "The more
time you have to plan, the better
the programs will be," he said.

NO MPECWIC DELAY
"I don’t SM. how we can possibly
meet the date. No specific date of
opening will he known until the
architects complete a schedule,"
Rodzen stated.
Completion of the schedule apparently is the latest in a series
of delays which have plagued the
union.
Development of the union is accomplished in two stages from
preliminary plans to the final construct ion.
Stage one already is rompleted,
with a contract given to the architect for preliminary design anti
development. I,neril funds consisting of gifts, contributions to the

FULLER CONFERENCE
Firs+ Scholar.ln.Residence R. Buckminster Fuller,
diataissed plans for his stay al SJS this post

semester. Whir, on campus, Fuller conducted
.1 Si
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DAILY TRIBUTES SPIKER TOMMY SMITH

Shades Too

- -Photo by Dove Stout

TOMMY
AT A
GLANCE
Feb. 18-Interclass
180 yards
352 yards
Long jump

17.7
36.1
24-2

Mar. 5--Stanford Relays
anchor three winning relays
23-1
Long Jump
Mar. 12--Quadrasigular
20.4
220 yards (s)
200 meters (s)
20.4
(into 1.56 mph headwind)
anchor two winning relays
Long Jump
24-10%
Mar. 19--At Cal
220 yards (c)
440 yards
anchored winning relay
Long Jump

21.6
46.7
23-9%

Misr. 26--Easter Relays
anchor three winning relays
meet’s outstanding performer
-- SAIL
Trit:
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He Long Jumps Too

Why Sunglasses?

r? e

eor

Coach Bud Winter With His Wonder
ow?
r
I1,
s
Ir

20.3
9.3
10.1

Why does Tommy Smith run
in sunglasses? Because they help
to release tension and give a psychological edge.
By making squinting unnecessary, Smith does not worry about
tensing tip his muscles Ft tlfi running
hunched. "My eyes need a correction and I wear prescription
glasses. The temples on the glasses
serve as blinders and I can look
straight down the track, undistracted by any of my opponents."

"I will make up my mind a.s to
whether I will play football or
run track. There are many things
to take into consideration-and
the financial aspect is certainly
one of them," Smith explained.
The tall junior from Lemoore
says that football and track can’t
mix and he will probably make up
his mind some time next year.
Many people may wonder whether a pro team would bother to
recruit the Spartan speedster. He
hasn’t played football since he was
a halfback on his high school team
for three years.
ROOMMATE DRAFTED
But his roommate, basketball
From his original 47.7 in the star S. T. Saffold, also only had
440, he improved to 47.5 the same high school grid experience, but
year and graduated with a 47.3 was drafted by both the San Franhigh school best.
cisco 49ers and San Diego ChargAfter running a 46.5 as a Spar- OM.
Having used up his basketball
tan frosh, Smith’s time went up
Saffold will play footto 47.2 last year. Things have been
different this year, and his 45.7 ball at SJS next fall.
Smith says he is interested in
run at Stanford ranks as the third
playing flanker on offense and
fastest 440 of all time.
World records in the sprint halfback on defense.
The social science major is not
events are 9.1 in the 100, 20.2 in
the 220 and 44.9 for the 440.
Smith’s 25-11 long jump this
year came after a two-year layoff.
His high school bests were 24-6%
and 24-2.

man so fast that people still do
not believe his feats.
The world record holder in the
200 meters and 220 yards (19.5
on a straightaway), Smith thinks
the Olympics would be a great
challenge, but "pro football recruiters are fine persuaders.

ister, urious oac
Key to Smith s Start
By LEE JUILLERAT
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
A curious track coach way back
in 1955 started Tommy Smith on
the cinder trail when he noticed
a girl flash past her competition.
The girl was Tommy’s sister,
Sally.
The probing coach asked if she
had other speedy relatives in the
family. Brother Tom turned out a
few days later and promptly ran
his sister into the ground.
And he’s been doing the same
since.
Now 21 years old, Smith is a
world record holder in the 200
yards and 200 meters straightaway. And he’s threatening marks
in the 100, 220 (curve) and 440
yards, 100, 200 (curve) and 400
meters and long jump.

April 2--At Stanford
PROGRESS IS STEADY
220 yards (c)
21.1
Progress since his early start
440 yards
45.7
has been steady, and phenomenal.
(third fastest time in history)
Born in Acworth, Texas, a small
Long Jump
24-9
town without a post office, he
April le-Triangular at Cal
moved at the age of six with his
220 yards (c)
21.0 family to Lemoore, about 30 milis
100 yards
9.2w from Fresno.
anchored winning relay
In his first high school compeLong Jump
23-10% tition, he hit 47.7 for the 440. Only
17 at the time, he later ran 47.5
April 23--Fresno State
200 yards (ci
20.4 in a following meet.
The same year, he leaped 24-2
200 meters (c)
20.3
in the long jump, an event he
anchored winning relay
Long Jump
25-11 has seldom practiced. His career
best came this year when he flew
April 30--Mt. SAC
25-11.
anchored wining relay
After badly pulling a hamstring
meet’s outstanding performer
as a freshman at SJS, in his first
meet and first jump attempt,
May 7-All-comers
220 yards (s)
19.5 Smith has been teary of the event.
(world record)
He missed eight weeks of track
200 meters (s)
19.5 after the injury.
Many observers, including for(world record)
100 yards
9.3w mer Spartan triple jump star Les
Bond, believe Smith could clear
anchored wining relay
the 28-foot mark with practice.
May 14-West Coast Relays
Smith admits it’s possible.
anchored winning relay
May 21-Ail-comers
220 yards
100 yards
100 meters
anchored winning relay
W-wind aided
S--straightaway
Ci-eurve
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Decision Due Football or Track
For Sought -After Spartan Sprinter
By JEFF STOCKTON
Spartan Daily Managing Editor
Football or track? A lucrative
pro grid offer or the 1968 Olympics?
These are the questions which
go through the mind of SJS’ fabulous sprinter Tommy Smith, the

Smith Breaks Tape in Historic 220-Yard Dash

Outdistances Field in 9.3 100-Yard Dash

sure about playing football at SJS.
"I might play, but college track
is first on my mind," the 6-3, 185pounder remarked.
"Football is quite a challenge,
just like the 440 and 220 in track,"
he continued. "Both require a lot
of skill and individual competition.
"Money will play a big part on
how I decide when the time comes
to choose between the pros and
the Olympics," Smith commented.
FINANCIAL GAINS
Track, of course, is an amateur
sport and does not come near the
financial gains offered by professional football.
"My mind is still open. I haven’t
decided one way or another. It will
be a very big decision for me when
I do finally decide," he said.
But, now Tommy is still a junior
and a Spartan traektiran, and
has the NCAA finals to look forward to.
No matter what choice he eventually makes, Smith will probably excel. The modest 21 -yearold will make the most of his
decision.

74e Old

Army Obligations
May Halt Runs
In Summer Meets

Still tip in the air.
That’s the word on the Tommy
Smith -Army RO’I‘C question.
Smith, the United States’ top
dash man, may be prevented from
defending his country’s athletic
honor against Conununist nations
because of a prior commitment to
defend the United States’ military
honor.
The slender speed merchant will
finish up collegiate action for SJS
with the NCAA championships on
June 18, just two days before he
is scheduled to report for a sixmonth active duty stint with the
Arrny as a part of his ROTC
training.
Unless he can somehow get his
active duty pushed back, or otherwise changed, the military training will prevent his competing in
the Polish-U.S. meet on July 16-17
ANYTMNG POSSIBLE
and the Russian-U.S. meet on
Anything is possibie in the dash July 23-24. Also pre-empted will
events, as SJS coach Bud Winter be the AAU championships on
will readily testify. "You never June 25-26.
know what that boy’s going to do.
Pre-supposing a reshuffling of
His progression shows his great- his military commitment, the
ness.
Tommy Smith schedule for the
When 14 in the eighth grade, rest of the year will be:
he clocked 10.9 for the century.
June 4 Compton Relays at CompSince then, it’s been a steady ton.
improvement: 9.9 as a high school
June 10-11 United States Track
frosh; 9.8 in tenth grade; 9.6 and and Field Federation.
9.5 in his folkwring high school
June 16-18 NCAA finals at
years.
Bloomington, Ind.
Since arriving at SJS, the time
June 20 - Army RCYrC active
has been lowered from 9.4 last duty begins.
’66.
year to a wind -aided 9-2 In
June 25-26-AAU finals at RanEn mute to his 19.5 world rec- dall’s Island, New York City.
ord, Smith sped to 21.3 and
July 9-Santa Monica Invita21.1 in his closing high school tional.
seasons and 20.0, which tied the
July 18-17-Polish-U.S. meet at
world mark, last year.
the University of California.
In the curve run. times hive
July 23-24-Russian-U.S. meet
dropped from 21.0 as a ft osh to i at the Los Angeles Memorial
20.6 to 20.3.
’Coliseum.

Peptietloep
uLBsYAvolA
EDITOR’S NOTE: This column was run in the Spartan Deily on April 22, 1966
and pradictod world words -sines sot -for Tommy Smith after he unveiled
a now, improvisd start in triangular meet at California on April 16.
Remember all that work Spartan track coach Bud Winter did
on Tommy Smith’s starts last year?
Well, after much speculation, the long hours of work are starting
to pay off.
And, before the dividends stop coming in, Smith may earn three
world records.
That’s right, three world records.
Tommy always has been considered a threat to-the record in the
440 and 220, but his "new" start- -displayed for the first time Saturday in Berkeley-has raised him to the world-record caliber in
the 100 also.
The followers of Tommy-and most track nuts in the area are-were amazed at his starts at Berkeley. He got out of the blocks so
fast he was ahead of teammate Wayne Hermen at the five-yard
mark in the 100.
Hermen Ls one of the better starters around, and usually leads
Tommy the first half of the century.
"I’ve always said he was a great sprinter; he can sustain his
speed better than anyone in the world," Winter said of his star.
HITTING TOP SPEED EARLIER
’’Before, however, he wouldn’t reach his top speed until he reached
the 90-yard mark. Now he is hitting his full speed at the 10-yard
mark, and he can sustain it," the widely-acclaimed sprint mentor
continued.
"In the 100, most sprinters hit their top speed at the halfway
point and then tail off. The winner is the one who slows down the
least . . . Tommy doesn’t slow down," Winter explained.
All summer Winter and Smith worked together, with Winter
concentrating on Tommy’s starts and running on curves.
Tommy would start on a curve with another runner about five
yards in front of him. It was Smith’s job to catch him as soon
as possible.
PUT IT ALL ’TOGETHER
The meet nt Berkeley was the first time Smith put everything
together, and he responded with a 9.2 wind -aided 100 one-tenth of
a second off the world’s record.
Smith also got off to a picture start in the 220, but slowed down
the last half of the race to conserve energy for the remainder of
the meet.
"He did better than I had expected . . . I hope I have a habit
pattern established with Tommy," Winter added.
Anyone who saw Tommy run Saturday--and he will be in action
again tomormw on the Spartan oval-neither doubts the effective.
nese of Winter’s program nor the validity uf Smith’s efforts for
three world’s records.
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Cam’erbury:

Use for Unmarried Coeds

EPISCOPALIANS ON CAMI’l S
are pleased to tttttt once that Fr. Younge
he our new Chaplain beginning next fall.
-moluy 5:30 p.m., Holy Communion
I Inir.lay 7 a.m., Holy Communion

SJS Views Polled on Birth Control Pills
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By CINDY LYLE
"I see too many torts getting
pregnant. For this reason I think
birth control pills should be readily
available to college students."
This is the conviction of an SJS
teacher who has had an unusual
opportunity to witness the emotional and physical ordeals which
many students face. It epitomizes
one side of a controversy which
is constantly rising in intensity.
Although some believe that the
use of birth control pills on college
campuses is not as widespread as
it often is made out to be, one
SJS coed reports that at the approved boarding house where she
lives, seven girls of 20 are known
to be taking the pills.
There can be no doubt that a
large group of SJS coeds, married
and unmarried number among the
6 million American women who
are now "on the pill." Neither
can 1.here be any doubt. that the
proportion of college women taking
advantage of this new contraceptive device is not rising along
with the steady increase in the
national ratio.
’BIG SCARE’
For those who believe that this
increase is a healthy sign, or at
least a practical solution to an
authentic problem, the present
availability of the bills is not adequate. Representatives of this faction point out that fear. guilt,
embarrassment and medical experLses keep many unwed girls
away from potential sources.
According to one SJS psychology
professor, "Most girls already have
had a big scare when they go
to get pills." He added that sometimes two girls will go together
for "moral support" on trips to
the doctor’s office.
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for-

Many who would allow the pilLs
to be more accessible to college
students see "the Catholic community" as a formidable barrier
to such progress. The Catholics
and some other religious groups
traditionally have opposed the use
of contraceptive devices even ’
among married people.
According to Father Largente,
Chaplain of SJS’ Newman Center,
this is not a question of the advisability of contraceptives for unmarried college students. "The
Catholic Church is against premarital sex," he maintains. This
doctrine naturally precludes any
stand on premarital contraceptives.
CHRISTIAN COMMITMENT
Although Father Largente explains that he finds very few students requesting advice on matters of sex, he concludes that "I
can only tell people what I believe
their commitment as a ChrLstian
is. Good morality is good psychology and go(xl medicine."
However, the rigid moral climate
that the Catholic Church would
prefer simply does not exist. According to a junior coed, "Students
are having sexual relations no
matter how much the older generation decries it. Therefore it
should be allowed to happen in
the best possible psychological atmosphere." For many others this
"best possible psychological atmosphere" necessarily includes readily
available contraceptives.
One sophomore coed engaged to
be marrieti this summer and who
has been taking birth control pills
for about a year, is enthusisatic
about their benefits. "I’m a lot
better off psychologically since I
started taking the pills because
r they have eliminaed the fear of

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church

venrobeearhis

the downtown church
catering to the college community
8:30 & II a.m.
Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.
College "Seminar"
5:45 p.m. Tri-C Club

Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

198 S. 2nd St., San Jose
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Under present conditions doctors the family knows what Is going on
are free to follow their consciences in all cases. The pills would have
in formulating their policies. As a to be given without parental conconsequence, some doctors follow sent, and this would be dynamite.
"Pills should not be taken witha strict policy of refusal to unmarried minors, others willingly out supervised controls," he add.s,
MENTAL ANGUISH
with all requests for the and concludes that it would be
Another unman led student, who comply
"extremely costly" and far in exbecame pregnant and underwent pills, and still others waver inthe two poles. cess of the health center’s present
an illegal abortion after her first consistently between
budget if the center were to stock
year of college, is veell aware of
POLICY INCOHERENT
a sufficient supply of birth control
the mental anguish and disillusionIn practice, the policy of the pills and conduct the checkups and
ment of many vvho do not take ade- Planned Parenthood Association is
examinations which would necesquate precautions before sexual sometimes equally incoherent. Alsarily accompany distribution of
relations and must later decide. though the Association has offithe pills.
often without the benefit of par- cially adopted a procedure of reIf it is highly unlikely that the
ental assistance, what is to be done fusing contraceptive advice to anyhealth center will become a source
with an unborn child.
one under 21 without the knowl- of birth control pills in the forrA major fear held by many edge and consent of his parents
bpponents of campus use of birth or legal guardian, its panel of ro- seeable future, as Dr. Gray becontrol pills is that accessibility tating physicians has caused varia- lieves any possibility of a clinic
or organization which would make
would encourage promiscuity. It is tion in actual practice.
pills available to unmarried college
the opinion of one SJS student
Whenever the possibility of open students also is doubtful for much
that the pills should not be readily distribution of oral contraceptives
available to the titunarried college among unmarried college students the same reasons. Dr. Gray is concommunity since "aside from moral is discussed at SJS, the potential vinced that ’’under the existing
reasons, which no one seems to role of the Student Health Center statues I don’t think any such
have, fear is the only reason that infallibly enters int() consideration. group as Planned Parenthood
stops people from being promiscu- SJS’ health center has formally would take over something like
ous." Yet another coed insists that declared that it will not give pre- this." Implying the existence of
"guilt and fear simply prevent you scriptions for pills to any. patients. barriers of religious and conservafrom taking the pill, not from in- but will refer married students to tive objections, he states, "It just
simply isn’t in the cards."
dulging in sex."
outside sources.
Most of the college community
In order to determine if the
’SOCIAL DECISION’
seem to feel that personal moral health center’s praet ieal policy difethics, which are well developed fers from its official policy, a coed
Many at SJS are wondering who
by the time a person enters col- Spartan Daily reporter went to will influence the "social decision"
lege, are much more influential the health center and, in feigned Dr. Gray envisions. One psycholin determining the nature of an earnestness. requested a prescrip- ogy professor is certain that "the
individual’s premaritll sex life than tion for herself. After listening to pills eventually will be available
any potential accesribility of con- some sympathetic advice about her at the health center. I think the
traceptives one coed believes that moral behavior and a brief ex- pressure will have to come fmrn
"the girls who seek out the pills planation of why she was being
(Continued on Page 4B)
are the ones who are having rela- refused, she was gently turned
tions anyway, Girls who think pre- away.
marital sex is wrong don’t think so
’MORAL ISSUE’
simply because they think pregnanWhat is the reasoning behind
cy is bad." This assumption is supfor
ported by the coed who remarks the health center’s position? Acearnestly that "if you are going cording to Dr. T. J. Gray, director
to be promiscuous, go ahead and of student health service, "Conuse the pills, but they’re just not traceptives are not regarded as a
for me because I’m not going to college health problem." He also
emphasizes that any resolution to
be promiscuous."
make contraceptives more freely
S
AL CODE
available to unwed minors constiStill others believe that an ease
s . Mid-heel
tutes a social, not a medical probin the existing sexual code would
143 Wedg,es
lem. "If public pressure is strong
have the benefit of dispelling the
ve your sae
We
enough to warrant legislation, well
romantic idealism associated with
and good. But I doubt if legislaAAAAA to 13
marriage before the commitments
tures in the near future will be
51/2 to 12
are made.
put in the position of deciding this
$12 to
"--"Sirlice 11 birth control pills may
kind of moral issue," he adds.
$30
be purchased only with a doctor’s
Although private colleges are
prescription, any moral responsibilsometimes able to formulate indeity for giving pilLs to unwed minors
open thurs. until
pendent policies on matters of this
rests on the shoulders of this
charge accounts
nature, all California State Colprofession. Many doctors dislike
leges must adhere to the regula-1
having to decide a medical quesdons set up by the Board of Trustion on sociological or psychologitees of the entire California State
cal terms. Although plagued with
College system.
the threat of libel suits from
292-5090
Dr. Gray emphasizes that "San 30 E. San Antonio
Downtown San Jose
parents, most doctors fear that if Jose,
like most other colleges, does
they turn a girl away and she be- not offer
comprehensive health
comes pregnant, they are responsiservice. Our scope of service does
ble for either an illegitimate baby, not
extend to obstetrical or gynea forced marriage, or a botched
cological cases. These cases are reabortion. One doctor has lamented ferred
out."
that "if a 16-year-old girl asked
me to give her birth control pills
ANOTHER PROBLEM
knowing that I was a trusted
Another problem in the adminisfriend of her parents, I would be tration of oral contraceptives
3rd & San Fernando
damned if I did and damned if I which the health center would face
didn’t."
plains that "we try to make sure
Pregnancy," she remarks. "I don’t
think that premarital sex is morally wrong. Now that I am free of
the fear of pregnancy I am really
free to make up my own mind."
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If your Volkswagen could speak she would probably
tell you how happy she is wit!) the service she has been
getting at the local garage. She would go on to tell you
(doom all her happy !mothers, sisters anti cousins who
are getting the hest (of care at Three "K" Flying "
So, treat your N Vi gently. After all, she descries the
best. Take her to Konrad at Three K" Flying " k".

*Largest selection in the valley

THREE "K"

Flying "A" Imported Car Service
Ilth and SANTA CLARA

JAZZ ALBUMS

294-1562

*Discount on all records
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TIME FOR A CHANGE

MRS.
RENEE’
BAUM
for Judee of
San Jose - tvli;a:fas

Akiso

MurCcpa! Court

* PRACTICING ATTORNEY FOR 11 YEARS
* ADMITTED TO PRACTICE, U.S. SUPREME COURT
* MEMBER OF STATE AND COUNTY BARS
* CITY COLLEGE TRUSTEE
* SOf.MER TEAChiE?
* INVOLVEMENT WIrH STUDENTS AND TREIR FUTURES

DESERVES YOUR SUPPORT

VOTE JUNE 7!
*
F6rmer Senator JACK THOMPSON Chairman cf C’tizers’ Com,*
Civ;c. Re 4o.Js and Edura,ionai Leac,
cver 300
ATTORNEYS JOHN PASCO and JOAN HARRISON, Co -Chairmen ci *
Cornr6
Attorneys
UNITED AUTO WORKERS, 1.6r )’ 560
COMMITTEE ON POLITICAL EDUCATION, AFL CIO (COPE)
OFFICE WORKERS. Lc cat 29.
SENIOR CITIZENS 6’ Santa Clafa Ccur‘v.
BUSINESS a’
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN S REA CLUBS.
1347 Wirr., I...6
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Doctors Must Tackle Soul -Searching Question
When Asked by Single Girls to Prescribe ’Pills’
tile piissila, or al* tv,o of them probably will
j in specillatim..
(Continued train Page :SR)
the effectiveness to 100 per
the students." A student member’ future of birth control devices, Dr.
of Humanists on Campus, believes Gray is concerned that "we might ; cent.
The going rates for the pills
that the pressure indeed should have to wait until we each littie
r vary from 50 cents charged by the
come and will come from organ- one square foot of graiind to
on before such a decision is made. planned Parenthood Association
ized student action.
Yet others are wary of a pro- and then it probably will by too for a month’s supply to nearly $3
demanded by some drug stores.
gram of student coercion. A soph- late."
The requirements for an ideal To this c(,st is added the expense
omore coed who does, in fact.
tavor making oral contraceptives, contraceptive are that it should be a an initial medical examination,
,vailable at the health center in- reliable, inexpensive, simple to use, j approximately $15, and additional
..ists that "I don’t think the stu- free of objectionable side-effects, checkups, usually given on an annual basis. Prescriptions cannot be
dents should take positive action easily reversible, and harmless.
One SJS psychology professor given without examinations. and
to have pills available in the health
center at present. SJS still has a asserts that birth control pills are : pills cannot be obtained without
reputation as a party school. The "by far the most effective medi- j a doctor’s prescription.
decision of the students at a name cally and psychologically." Indeed j Although the pills cannot be reJichool such as Stanford would be most sources agree that pills pro- gardcd as inexpensive in relation
accepted more readily by the pub- vide 100 per cent protection and. j to other birth control devices, the
lic because of its better academic when taken exactly as directed, maximum price of slightly wider
reputation. If we let schools with are the most effective contracep- $3 a month is considered by many
to he a safe and worthwhile inmore academic prestige work for tive known.
Another teacher comments that . vestment.
the adoption of campus birth conEAST TO TAKE
iiceptive
trol measure, it will he more although all iittiol r
Birth control pills are simple
J.,iination
devices are
quiCkly accepted."
enough to take, so long as the prescribed regimen is strictly followed. The pmcedure is to take
one pill a day for 20 consecutive
days. The person then discontinues
the medication for about a week
and then begins the cycle over
again.
The pills also are easily reversible. When pregnancy is desired,
the woman stops taking the mediSpacious Living.
cation, and her previous fertility is
Apartments also available.
restored.
Get your Fall reservation at:
But are birth control pills reall
or call 297-184
St.
102 S.
unequivocally safe? In the hope
of answering this question once
and for all, the Food and Drug
Administration probably will soon
launch one of the biggest, longest term drug studies ever made.
Dr. Louis Hellman, chairman of
a committee of scientists which
Various Summer Activities Await You!
is urging the FDA investigation,
has pointed out that "with rare
Outstanding Speakers
exceptions, never have so many
people, healthy and in the prime
Interesting Maetings
of life, taken such powerful drugs
over so long a period of time for
Provocative Disces,ic.rs
a non-lifesaving purpose. We’ve
got to know what the full effects
Intriguing Activities
of these drugs will be," he added.
10 TEAR STUDY
The study anticipated by the
:417c,
c!,::;ro.s
on
emphasis
greater
with an even
FDA would include an investigation of as many as 30,000 women
Christianity.
for as long as 10 years to see if
there is any connection between
use of the pills and incidence of
Cill1Cer,
blood clotting, diabetes,
and other disorders.
j Despite some disturbing results
lately in animal experiments with
new contraceptive pills( doctors
maintain that there-is. no solid
evidence linking the oral contraceptives now marketed with serious illness in humans. Actually,
most data compiled to date indicates they are safe.
A prominent fault in all previous
tests is that none has been conducted for a long enough period
to determine what long-term effeefs the pill could have. Clinical
trials of the pill began in 1956 and
it was not until 1960 that the
FDA approved the first pill for
ma rk i rig.

COEDS!

HALLS OF IVY
ROOtiislibARD

TRI-C IS HERE TO STAY!

the young
romantics ...
from Macy’s
Collection
of dance-all-night
formals
Be it for waltzing or watsui-ing ... the

young elegants ... the incurable romantic,
head to Nlaey’s first for formals.
Priced for the young-belle budget
front just 25.98 to 59.98. Shown here,

lator of the menstrual cycle and
an effective method of eliminating
menstrual pains. Several coeds report taking the pills for the sole
purpose of clearing up a bad complexion. They have evidently "done
wonders" for some.
Now widely used as a pregnancy
test. birth control pills can reveal
a woman’s condition after five
days of medication.
j The latest in oral contraceptives
j is a so-called "morning-after" pill
j which can prevent pregnancy if
, taken up to six days after sexual
relations. Now under study at Yale
FEARS LARGE DOSES
A senior bacteriology major University, this new pill already
fears that these large doses of j 11as proved effective when given
hormones, "in trying to trick the j to "a few dozen" women, in some
body into thinking it is pregnant." cases following rape. The pill
will upset the normal physiological works by preventing implantation
balance. Such a response would be of a fertilized ovum in the womb.
dtraukge.syesaafrest,yhanowdaggravated when the abnormal eltveprrobbeafbolrye
"then
dose of hormones is continued for
longer than the nine months preg- effectiveness can be conclusively
established.
nancy lasts.
Other birth control devices still
Birth control pills are now widely used for purposes other than in the experimental stage include
contraception. Many women have a once-a,month injection and a
found them to be an efficient regu- once, ery 90-day injection.

About one out of five iiiiien
who take birth control pills develop temporary, short-term sideeffects. Since the pills contain hormones. estrogen and progesterone,
which inhibit ovulation much the
same way they do during pregnancy. several of the side-effects
caused by the pills resemble these
which occur during the early
months of pregnancy. Some women find themselves taking medication to relieve uncomfortable sideeffects at the same time they
are taking birth control pills.

Highlight of Term
R. B. Fuller Visit
By SUE BETIIARD
Spartan Daily Campua I.ife Editor
This semester has been one of
much activity at SJS. Campus
organizations sponsored numerous
events, providing students with the
opportunity to display both hard
veork and enthusiasm during spring
semester.
A visit by Richard Buckminster
Fuller, the first Distinguished
Scholar-in-Residence, began a full
schedule of activities. Fuller, a
noted architect and engineer. began his two-month stay Feb. 7.
Approximately 350 students participated in the 13th annual Spartaeamp at Asilomar March 19 and
20. The theme was "Me," and discussions were held on "Family and
Me," "Other Groups and Me," "The
College Campus and Me," and "The
World and Me." The campers were

divided into small discussion groups
with two student counselors and
one faculty counselor for each
group.
Weeks of rehearsal during
vehich living centers stayed up
nights sewing costumes and practicing songs, were rewarded April
23 when the Associated Wornen
Students and the Inter-fraternity
Council sponsored the fifth annual
Sparta Sings music festival.
Sigma Kappa sorority and Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity won the
sweepstakes award for their presentation, "Under the Spell of
Jolsen."
Sandra Rose Germaine, sophomore marketing major from San
Carlos, was named 1966 Miss SJS
May 7 at the second annual Miss
SJS Pageant sponsored by Sigma
Nu fraternity.

lire Band
Friday and Saturday
’,ochrous

Tuesday thru Friday
Diunors

Tuesday thru Saturday
Banquet Room Arailable
for Fraternity and Sorority
Dances

1465

W. San Carlos St.,

Sa-n Jose

293.4570

YOU
CAHT SAVE
MONEY
UNLESS
You buy at
Puritan Oil Co.

only one from a carefully culled collection.
1 topping of sophi,ticated black
silken linen, frosty white hulls -eye
pique .1 -line skirt ... 15.98

Guaranteed
Major Brand
Gasoline

Formals, second floor

All
Major Brands
of Oil
froii."

1.mm/rum

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
10th & Taylor

6th
Keyes
11th 6 fallen’

...achieved in dramatic diamond
solitaires, dazzling bright in 18K gold.
The magnificent marquise, $650.
Brilliant cut diamond in textured gold, $350.
Pear-shaped diamond, winged in gold, $525.
Opulent oval in textured gold, $800.
Other,: mired from B150.
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GRANAT BROS
.11.111.11,ERS

STEVENS CREEK PLAZA
Shames Creek RNA. of Winchester Illsd.Son Jesit/Santa Clara
11004 .ilkirl,
th, t po,111111
101,Ir
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Professors Receive Sabbaticals
By ANNE CARR
An appropriation of $175.502 is
Spartan Gaily Staff Writer
available for next year, according
Sabbatical leaves have been to Vice President Dusel.
grunted 45 SJS instructors for the’ To apply, a processor must subacademic year 1966-67.
mit an application, an endorsement
Professors taking sabbatical from his department chairman anti
leaves travel across the U.S. and two from colleagues to Vice Presito foreign countries to complete dent Dusers office.
specified projects.
The Sabbatical Leave committee,
Of those given leave next year. headed by Vice President Dusel,
29 have chosen to receive full pay reviews the applicants’ eligibility.
for one semester of leave and 16 ’rhis year’s committee includes
will receive half pay to complete aeon of the College John W. Gilprojects during an entire academic &ugh; Dr. Alvin C. Beckett, proyear.
fessor of business and education;
According to information from and Dr. David Carter, professor
Vice President W. J. Dusel, an of physics.
eligible applicant must have served
Other members of the committee
SJS on a full-time basis for six are Dr. Eleanor M. Cooinbe, proconsecutive years preceding the fessor of education and physical
leave. He Wu* must hold the rank education; Dr. Vasily D. Prian,
of assistant professor, its equival- professor of mechanical engineerent or higher.
ing; and Dr. Alice G. Scofield, proNo more than five per cent of fessor of English and education.
Also on the committee are Dr.
the full-time academic employees
eligible for sabbatical leave are Kenneth A. Fowler, associate progranted leaves at one time. Re- fessor of mathematics; Dr. Bengardless of the authorized num- jamin F. Gilbert. professor of hisber of leaves with pay, the num- tory, and Dr. Walter T. Plant,
ber granted may never be more professor of rwychologY.
than existing appropriations availThose taking leave for the academic year 1966-67 are:
able for such leaves.

Emery’s would like to take this opportunity
to wish the Graduates and 1 ndergraduates
Ole SJS a warm summer.

Norman F. Albert, associate professor of chemistry, who will
undertake a research problem In
the field of infrared spectroscopy
at the Sir John Cass C’ollege in
London, England. and in West
Germany.

Dr. Rolia,nd C. Rogers, associate
professor of history, whose time
will be spent in research, study
and travel in Brazil and other
Latin American countries with the
primary result to be a new history
of Brazil,

Dr. Brant Clark, professor of
psychology, who will undertake
full-time research and study at
the Ames Research Center, a
NASA facility at Moffett Field,
to study vestibular functions with
special reference to tile measurement of thresholds of sensitivity
and the influence of vestibular
stimulation on ViSUtli processes.
The results will be related to problems of spatial orientation during
fligh t .

Dr. Gene A. Wullar. professor
of psychology, who will develop
systematic interview questions, observation procedures and ratings
scales for use by supervisors in
the field. ’rhis will he a Peace
Corps study.

Howard H. Gerrish, professor of
industrial arts, who will survey and
study technical education in England, France, Germany, Italy and
Denmark.
Dr. Amnon Goldworth, associate
professor of philosophy, who will
compile a book of readings concerned with the theory of voting
procedures. He plans to work at
Stanford.

LIVE
BAND

write a book in the field known as
philosophy of mind. His research
is to be conducted at Oxford,
England.
Dr. Lawrence J. Hendricks, associate professor of biological science who plans completion of
projects on urinary calculi in the
mullet; relationship of turbidity
and temperature it. ponds; consequence to aquatic life of the rotenone eradication of a fish population anti study of California
freshwater fishes.

Dr. Warren W. Kaltenbach, associate professor of elementary education, who plans a program of
study, research, writing and other
activities to increase knowledge
of teaching theories, teacher evalDr. Frederic A. Weed, professor uation pmcedures and internship
of political science, who will ex:* programs.
amine civil Iiix.rties and the govDr. Lawrence B. Lee, professor
ernment in selected foreign gov- of history, who travels to England,
ernments.
France and Italy to do research
Those taking leave for Fall se. in F.ngltsh literature from 1661800.
mrster 1966 are:
Dr. Richard B. Lewis, chairman
Morton A. Bosh, associate
professor of photography, who will of Audio-Visual Services, who will
gather information concerning the investigate applications of educarole of photography in college or tional technology (new educational
medial in selected institutions of
university education.
education, and in a few
Dr. Arthur B. Cody, assist/nit higher
(Continued on Page 611)
professor of philosophy, who will

FridaN
and

SattirdaN
123 S. 4tIt

9 p.m.- I a.m.

286-2484

Dr. David P. Hatch, associate
professor of art, will travel to
France, Denrnark, Sweden, Finland, New York and Wisconsin to
undertake full-time professional
creative studio activity fundamentally, but not exclusively, in the
ceramic media of vitreous enamels,
clay and glass.
Dr. Walter E. Angina, associate
professor of histoty, who will conduct a survey of European sources
on European attitudes toward
American educational philosophy
and institutions from 1820-1860 in
Great Britain, France, Germany
and Austria.

agait.%

San Jose’s Largest
motorcycle dealer

HONDA
TRIUMPH
* SalesService
* PartsAccessories
1401 West San Carlos

295-7295

exciting New Diamond Styles

CO,Yr
TO
COAST
501h
Armoorreary

...Umsurpassed
from

Dr. John W. Aberle, chairman! Dr. Marion K. Richards+, assoof the Marketing Dept., who pro- ciate professor of English, who
poses to spend his leave in Mexico will study the selection, screening
in order to determine how well and instruction of foreign students
the theory. of tnarketing innovation in English at the British Universit ies.
works in practice.

D VNCING
10,

KAY fairlers

Some people don’t like
GIBSON BRITISH CARS

Dr. Richard W. Riliby, professor
of psychology, who is returning
to Asia, notably India, to continue
studies of human values.
Dr. Max Kramer, professor of
mathematics, will be concerned
with investigation of the mathematics programs at leading centers of higher education in other
countries around the world.
Dr. Charles M. Larsen, associate
professor of mathematics, who
plans to visit a number of schools
in various parts of the country,
in order to acquire a surer knowledge of how the "New Math" has
affected students and teachers.
Dr. Glenn G. Morgan. associate
professor of political science, who
will undertake intensive research
on Soviet Administrative Law with
a view to writing a book on this
subject.
Dr. Bruce C. OgilVie, professor
of psychology, who will represent
the U.S. by presenting psychological clinics based on exten.sive research into the personality and motivation of athletes. He will travel
to Belgrade, Rome, Brussels, Spain,
France, England and Germany.

TRY OUR ALL-ANIERICAN!
100% PURE BEEF HAMBURGER
CRISP GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES
CREAMY OLDFASHIONED SHAKE

The tastiest food in town ... fastest service, too.
You and the family will like dining at McDonald’s.
Everything is so inviti’llg ... spotlessly clean. Come
in any time for a treat in food ’n’ fun at prices that
please you.

look for the golden arches’

McDonaldt
0...4001.1.0

Alonzo J. Slowback doesn’t like Gibson British Cars. He is
still waiting for the 1984 Edsel.

People who do like Gibson British Cars are people who have :purchased cars from us and drove away knowing that something
was different. At Gibson British Cars you’ll find a relaxed country atmosphere with no high pressure. Our used cars carry our
special 60 day or 3000 mile unconditional used car guarantee.
We think our cars are the finest available. Ask around, you’ll
find someone who knows us, and they’ll tell you. The short ride
up here is worth it! !

GIBSON
BRITISH CARS

1..d.

4450 Williams St.
Fremont, Calif.

3rd & San Carlos

Take Thorten Ave. off the Nim;Iz Free-way and ii s the second
street on the r;oht at the foot of Peralta.

SUMMER
STUDENTS
Choose from an inspoing select,on of advanced desians
IIK yellow or white gold.

Ge, $ ’ 99
S.

$99

$100
Keg $llao
Si 50 o Week

Reg 5379... SIN
SS
Week

Open Until 9 p.m.
Mon. Thru Thurs.

""ti.

r-;601PriP
$299
Rog. $449
$$ e Week

Downtown

Shop early and
. . .
Save

9 to 5 Saturday
$349
S ’,9
53 50 o Wo91,

’4. 9

65 So. First St.

We ,nlidate ell downtown lot tickets
292.49’0Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Nites until 9

Valley Fair Shopping Center

248.3040Open Mon. thru Fri. Niles until 9.30

Sunnyvale

Summer texts
noir arranged
bv classes.

you choice of

209 So. Tooth St

739-0591Open Thurs. 8 Fri. Niles until 9

says ...
S5

Week

(AY

330 So. 10th Street
Across from men’s dorms

’keteitt

tiR--44P RT t’s;

You. as a college student
have had many occasions
at w hick time you have
had to give a speech.
find fewer
opportunities to be verbose, but when we do have smilething to say, you
can believe that our subject is important, because
that subjct is -YOU’’’.
Fine

Dr. JoAnn A,Iartin, associate professor of English, who was granted
uninterrupted time for study and
writing.

travel designed to improve professional knowledge and ability
with the ultimate goal of iznproving related art courses in the
area of design and jewelry. He
food, served in an atmosphere of elegance is art
Mehin H. Miller, chairman of will study in England, Denmark,
enriching experience which adds to that special eveDepartment of Law Enforcement Netherlands arid Germany.
and Administration, who will travel
Thomas Elsner, associate proning.
throughout the U.S. sampling law fessor of art, who plans a study of
enforcement department’s philos- Yale Graduate School of Graphic
292-1266
1401 So. 1st
Design and Graphic Design School
ophies, needs, objectives and local of the Royal Academy of Art in
interest in law and order.
London. Time permitting, he vvill
trze,..40‘..MCY.P..orraCoOr.MOOCMCMCM1.00ODOCre
Dr. Edward W. Minium, chair- study in Brussels and Spain.
man of Department of Psychology,
who will write an elementary
statistics text, and visit institutions on the Pacific Coast and
probably Mid-West to observe
techniques of effective teaching.
He will study recent literature
pertinent to the areas of experimental design, statistics, educational research and personnel psychology.

0
1

Sk’S

May your future be
all you could hope for!

Dr. Curtis R. Stafford, professor
of s....iondary education, who will
undtztalce a study to improve
classroom achievement testing at
the college level.
Dr. Charles W. Telford, professor of psychology, who will visit
institutions, schools and other
training facilities for the mentally
retarded in Europe, principally in
Great Britain.

SALE

in the foil.

k"1
,
Dr. Forrest J. Baird. professor
tePOlotr-0,140
111 ot music, who will study ways to
program. by machine, instruction
----131-1ARMACY
in melodic sight singing. tie plans
C% 10th & William
292-5502
to visit colleges in the U.S. where
,speriments are in progress.
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Daily Mass 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday - 11:40 a.m. only
Regular Open Meetings
Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

79 South 5th
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Sport shirts . . Short sleeve dress
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COLLECTION

SALE
S2.68
S4.33

Across from SJS College
12S S. 4th St. Call 292-7611

6.1=

COLLECTORS PARADISE
LARGEST

RETAIL
55.95
$8.95

SWEATERS and JACKETS
V -necks . . Sleeveless . . . Cardi.
qans , . . Golf jackets . . . Windbreakers . . . etc.
RETAIL
SALE
From 5 8.95
3 4.33
To 524.95
$12.33

SPORT COATS

SUNDAY 10-5
4.1..1

Worsteds . . . Twills . . . Flannels
Reverse Twists . . . Dacron Wools
. . . Blends . . . etc.
RETAIL
SALE
From $12.95
S 6.33
To S24.95
S12.33

’,,

pDISCOUNT

InstAmorle .
ln MOWN
Maw or Cull

SLACKS

LESS THAN
1/2 PRICE

Wools . . . Dacron -Wools . . . Dacron-Cottons . . . Blends . . . etc.

If you earned a "8" average in
your FALL SEMESTER you will
receive an EXTRA 20% discount
or savings of $50-$150 on CAR
INSURANCE.
This silolasfic discount is cffered
only through
STATE PADA INSURANCE
in addition to 2 -car, compact-car
and drinr training disrounts

295-1771

tec
Pol
tra

SALE
$14.138
549.33

RETAIL
From S45.50
To S100

Thit-.3, taking leaves for Spring
1,11
’!
1967 are:
or. nabert E. Antal, professor
who vvill attend classes
offered by oceanographic institu.ions. He will continue ERA%) re..areh projects which are now
imier way. i.e. research on the
microorganisms and sediments of
oori of S. F. Bay arx1 study nf
,Kista sediments of the Point
I;eyes Peninsula.

Chaplains-Father L. Largenfe
Father D. Fosselman

SUITS
Worsteds . . Sharliskins . . . Gabe,
dines . . Dacrons . . . Wools . . .
Dacron -Cottons .. .

1

Newman-Catholic Student Center

Dr. Donald E. Walters, a.ssociate
professor of history, who will
undertake a program of observation and research while living in
certain Mexican communities.

Ilr. Jaintsi W. Thornton Jr., pro- ******* ****** ***** ******
w of secondary education, who 4,
SMART STUDENTS
,,li \ isit junior colleges to gather
SAVE $ $ $
oformat kin on the influences lead %0, flu, to the passage of the basie
kt, ,..rislation. the patterns of e0111ml, finance and administration of
! public junior colleges.

hope re see volt Ofro;,1

Ot f011rlir

European civilization to America tising education with particular
and the role played by American reference to international adverDr. Hartley D. Snyder, professor
Using.
historians.
of music, who plans to study the
primitive and folk music of the
Orient, Near East, India, Africa,
Greece and Spain.

travel throughout South Aznerica
Frances C. Robinson, professor
for more informed and personal- of music, who pions study and
ized teaching about Latin America.
attendance in the great opera
Dr. Violet E. Thomas, professor houses in Europe. He will travel
of music, who plans research in to Italy and Franee
tile field of 18th Century music
ind dance forms with emphasis on
Dr. Edward J. Rogers, professor
lie works of Maurice Ravel.
of political science, who plans to

Conte !nick to see

Amor

and processes of governrnent.

pmfessor of
Dr. Frank C.
science education, who will examine the programs of a selected
group of nursery schools in California with regard to the role of
Dr. Dmitri E. Thoro, associate
science in the nursery school.
professor of mathematics, who will
Dr. Elsie A. Leach, professor of develop a cotuse or courses much
English, who will undertake re- in the spirit of the new "Cybersearch on the subject of T. S. nation and Man," emphasizing that
Eliot’s attitudes toward the 17th the purpose of computing is inCentury English metaphysical sight, not numbers.

Nels E. Ohaek, associate pro- poets.
fessor of art, who plans creative
Dr. Charles D. Ludlum Jr., prowork in painting and research in fessor of English, who Will underthe use of watercolor.
take study and research at StanDr. Raymond W. Stanley, pro- ford of old and Middle English
fessor of geography, who plans to lodcography.

To the under roduates
bore a ilwildr,qul summer,

.1, Inv I 1068

(Continued front Page 88)
Dr. Robert R. Coleman, asso- travel as widely as possible
Charles E. Marshall. professor
Dr. Otho C. Willkuns, coordinaciate professor of art, who plans thmughout South America in order tor of the humanities program, of advertising, will visit universibusiness and industries in the U.S. a program of study, research and to observe personally the operation who
will study the transit of ties in Australia to stuvey adver-

Bohannon’s

us s:nnetime.
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SJS HONORS CLASS OF 1966
Graduates To Hear
PA RTAN DA I LY Sen. Kuchers Address
""’ SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
GRADUATION EDITION

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, JUNE I, 1966

’Look Like Boxes’

By DICK DANIELS
Spartan Dally Staff Writer
Some 3360 January and June
graduates will hear U.S. Senator
SECTION C Thomas H. Kuchel (R-Calif.) deliver this year’s commencement
address Friday, June 10.
The 12-year veteran of the Senate will discuss "VVhose God Is
Dead?" at the 6:30 p.m. ceremonies at Spartan Stadium.
Confirmation of Kuchel’s San
Jose appearance was made ?Artier
in the semester, according to Pres.
Robert D. Clark’s office, which
to keep the original Spanish areht- made the arrangements.
The 55-year-old Republican senture.
"Seventh Street provides an in- ator was born Aug. 10, 1910 in
teraction of people that is not
evident anywhere on campus,"
mentioned Roll. "This openness allows people from all parts of the
campus to get together to exchange views and interests."
Living so close to the downtown
save seems to be quite an asset
to many students here. Holt said
he likes the campus close to the
city because it takes away the
dependance upon automobiles.

Spartans Criticize Unattractive Architecture
By MARY PUTNAM
Sparta.n Daily Staff Writer
SJS students feel that architecture and landscape are an important and valid factor in attracting students to a college.
Many of the students who were
ent buildings on our campus look
interviewed believe that the preslike boxes, that they are built
too close together, that there are
too many types of architectural
styles presented, that the housing
areas around the campus are
wastelands and that living close
to the city is preferred rather than
living outside the city area.
Miss Pamme Groo, junior art
ma,jor, said that the problem of
preVenting the buildings from
looking like boxes could be tackled by, "Having more ivy covered buildings like Tower Hall."
TOO CONSISTENT
Will David, junior pottery major, pointed out that the architecture is too consistent in the
use of square, blank walls. "The
present buildings have a traffic
problem," he explained. "Pedestrian planning is poorly organized.
"The University of California at
Berkeley has vitality in the diversity of its architectifee," he
continued. "It has examples of
the old classics, Greek and Roman; Spanish and modern architure."
Students dislike the buildings
being placed so close to one another. David emphasized the fact that
there are not enough places to
sit and study, or relax as on the
grass or in fields.

CAMPUS LOCATION

Photo by Lou Buonomo
RELAXING STUDYLinda Fisher, like many SJS students, en.
joys relaxed study session on one of college’s many cool, green
lawns.

arts major, suggested that a good
remedy would be to see the campus go upward instead of outward.
"The campus would be more of
a unit," he explained "and would
not have everything sprawled out.
The buildings also could provide
STANFORD TiNtqur
a view of the city."
David rnmparecl SJS’ campus to
David said because the archiStanford’s by mentioning that,
"A unique thing about Stanford tecture is so consistent in Indis that it has fountains, sculptures formity in shape and size, it offers
and plenty of area around the no interests to the student. He
campus where anyone can sit and felt that it would be interesting
to try to show how it would work
relax."
Gordon Holt, senior industrial if the buildings could be movable.
-

"It would be something similar
to Japanese houses in that walls
of the buildings could be changed
to suit their purposes."
SJS SIGHTS
The original campus religious
center, the Chapel, Tower Hall
and Seventh Street are a few
unique and interesting sights
around campus which students enjoy studying around. Students feel
almost unanimously that there is
a need for more buildings with the
Ivy of Tower Hall and the need

Cybernation and Man Course
Challenges, Affects Students
By STEVE AMES
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS’ Engineering 180 course,
Cybernation and Man, allows
nothing to remain constant, except the challenge it presents to
its students.
Its growth over the past three
semesters to the point that it will
become a three-unit elective course
can be attributed to its ability to
cover the very iSMIIPS whieh
and will affect the students of
the course.
"Students in some courses may
ask, ’What. does this course have
to do with me?’" says Dr. Ralph
Parkman, professor of materials
science, "but in our cybernation
course, the students know they
are studying the problem.s that
will affect them in the next 10
years."
Dr. Parkman says the course
has had nation-wide exposure and
that often he receives letters from
interested parties abroad.
SJS is the only school that Dr.
Perlman knows of which offers
a cybernation course in an enginoering division or department.
"Many schools examine the effects of technology on culture." he
says, "but this is mostly done in
Seemlier? courses."
The idea of offering the course
at SJS was developed by Norman
O. Mindere-in, dean of the Engineering Division. Dr. Perlman

Miss Cheryl Lawrence, freshman
psychology major, liked the location of the campus because it gives
her and other students more places
to go around the ’heart of the
city.’
Students asked, "Why not bring
in some domes or provide a floatable type campus on water?" It
is a good question, but is it practicable?
To prarphrase David’s answer,
"A change is needed where people
can feel their relationship to the
area around them and that their
relationship is a part of that unit."
Is it likely that this could be
possible on the State College level?
Apparently not.

and :everal others outside the division assisted in the initial planning, including those on and off
campus.
Dr. Parkman says that the
course had been a long time in
coming.
"For her long," he points out,
"the engineer hag been depicted
as insensitive of the results of
his own technology."
It is nnly right that the (sleeps.
be taught within the Engineering
revision. he snye "The eneineer

should be capable of offering rel.

In 1959, Senator Kuchel was
named Republican Whip of the
Senate, the position he has held
since.
He also is a member of the Senate Appropriations Conunittee.
Kuchel is a controversial figure
in his party. Many conservative
Republicans accuse the Senator
of being "too liberal" and "no
different than a Democrat."
Kuchel refused to endorse former Sen. Barry M. Goldwater in
his imsuccessful bid for the presidency in 1964. He has accused the
California Young Republicans of
being dominated by a ’’neo-fascist"
extremist element.

"-.1,\VA

Pres. Clark Congratulates
Members of Graduating Class

On behalf of the faculty, administration and staff
of San Jose State College, I extend greetings to members of the graduating class of 1966.
For each of you the experience of graduation,
that ceremonial climax to your four years here, will
be unique and I hope, memorable.
Students of each four year generation leave their
mark. They acquire a label which characterizes the
general attitudes expressed by them and their contemporaries throughout the nation.
PRESIDENT CLARK
... congratulates grads
You have been tagged "The Activists." Your
active interest in Civil Rights, your active concern in
international a f fairs, your drive for recognition as individuals have earned you
this brand name.
Bow shall you trade, in future, under this label?
Robert D. Clark, President
We shall watch with interest
a

Dramatics
f SJS Growth No
Main Concern SJS ’Activists’ Lose Spontaneity
Of Committee
San Jose Chamber of Commerce
established a College Cooperation
Committee 20 years ago to work as
a liaison between area colleges and
the community. One of the committee’s main concerns over the
years has been the growth and
development of SJS, according to
Paul Baracker, San Jame businessman and president of the conunittee.
The committee’s activities have
included support for the closing
of Seventh Street, pledges of
$8,000 in research fellowships for
graduate students to work with
a professor, and support of a bond
iSSUP which enabled the college
to build new buildings.
PAY RAIME

DR. RALPH PARKMAN
leachts course

Anaheirn, Calif. In 1933, he was
graduated from the University of
Southern California and two
later from the USC Law ’ehool.
Shortly after graduation, he was
admitted to the California Bar and
began an Anaheim practice
In 1936, Kuchel was elected on
the Republican ticket to the California State Assembly and four
years later, he won a State Senate seat
In 1946, the Republican senator
campaismed for the state controller post and was elected. He
remained in that position until
1952 when he was elected to the
U.S. Senate.

The committee also recently
passed a resolution supporting the
raising of salaries for administration and faculty, "80 the college
can compete with other colleges
in attracting personnel," 13:tracker
said.
Helping athletes find part time
jobs is another activity pf the
committee.
The committee is made up of 36
members of the Chamber of Commerce and representatives from
area colleges. SJS representatives
include Pres. Robert Clark, Richard Yoo, assistant to the president;
NORMAN O. GUNDERSON
Dr. William Dose!, vice president ;
... conceived course
Dr. Stnnley Benz, dean of stunytml itn.Ights Ito problem, caused dents; Dr. James Brown, dear of
by antomatien).better than some- the Gradeate Dive:ion;
one who does not understand
OTHER Mrst BEng
technology.
Among those who have spoken
Dr. C. Grant Burton, executive
over the past year and a ha/f dean; Dr. Frank Peluso, associate
have been corporation lawyer professor of secondary education;
Louis Kelso, Bruce Munere from Dr. Gerald Wheeler, professor of
International Business Machines, history; Dr. Dwight Bentel, chairDr. S. P. R. Charter, author of man of the Journalism end Adthe text used in the course, and vertising Department; Dr. Ralph
Dr. Alice Mary Hilton, founder and Ballard. associate professor of bipresident of the Institute for Cy- ological sciences; 1)r. Robert
Researeh in Now ftronzsii prefeesor
men’it physiYork City.
cal education; and Wenn Gut-

Students for a Democratic So- brute the armiversary of the first
ciety combined to pull off a suc- teach-in.
The wealcness in campus politicessful rally protesting the ruling
by the Justice Department, label- cal feeling was even better deming the W. E. DuBois Club as a onstrated on that anniversary day
by the VDC’s opponents, Young
Conununist front.
During the week of the teach-in, Americans for Freedom.
After a semester of hibernation,
a coalition of conservative groups
pulled off its only ingenious activ- YAF came up with a unique idea
ity of the semester. The groups of mocking the teach-in with
managed to get 1,000 students phony awards to VDC members
to sign a petition favoring U.S. and a rally of its own.
However, operational details
action in Viet Nam. They also
were handled with such a lack of
showed movies all week.
However, the warm weather and care that the YAFers couldn’t
cool breeze soon got the best of even hope to begin their rally.
Thus a disappointing semester
the political groups. The VDC,
most active of all campus political of political inactivity ended with
clubs, closed up on-campus opera- YAF failing in an attempt to
tions with a mediocre protest rally throw a birthday party for an
May 6. There wasn’t even enough opponent who was not even strong
Seventh Street, once the open campus interest for them to bother enough to celebrate the event
forum of spontaneous political ac- to remain on campus to cele- itself.
tivity, continued its decline into
respectful oblivion.
"We used to sit around the
cafeteria on a Friday afternoon
sind wait for someone to grab a
chair and nsn out. on Seventh
St.reet to start a forum," O’Farrell
remembers.
Nowadays the political crow&
are more likely to remain in the
On behalf of the Associated Student Body, I concafeteria than to go out in the
gratulate the graduating students on receipt of their
hot street and argue. About the
only time a student group is willacademic degrees, for graduation represents a signifiing tn act any more is during
cant accomplishment in the educational process. But
a well -organized event.
The most successful of the all
graduation does not signify the end of the educational
too infrequent events was the
for actually it is only the beginning.
development,
March 25 teach -in staged by the
The document that you have earned is the maSan Jose Vietnam Day Committee.
F.ven the teach -in, however,
terial acknowledgement of your college education;
showed the signs of a tired comI challenge you to employ in all future endeavors,
mitment on the part ef the Left.
The ::peakers were eseelleet, even
the knowledge that you have derived from your colinspiring at bmes. The crowd
lege experience, to enhance the value of your degree.
was of mederatr RI7P, hovering
San Jose State College is proud of its heritage
between 2.50 and 400 persons.
Still, the event was very sedate
of "excellence in education." Yet it is incumbent upon
and soon forgotten.
the graduates of this institution to insure its continPlanning was not carried out
with a lot of enthusiasm anti a
uance.
few dedicated students carried the
Again, congratulations, and best wishes for enc.
load. ln the final analysis it. was
Cfsbe in all future endeavors.
the speakers vvho made t.he show.
The week of the teach -in was
Jerry Spolter
the only one that came close to
ASB President
Friday
trine politically active. The
helots. the teach-in, the VDC anti
By JIM BAILEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Campus political groups failed
to vvarm up with the weather
this spring.
Radical political ideas took the
form of intellectual debate and
discussion rather than dramatic
action. Sit-ins or mass demonstrations never occurred, and nothing
really threatened to shake the
student body out of its ho-hum
attitude.
In fact, the apathetic feeling
extended deep into the ranks of
the so-called activists. "It’s not
as it used to be. Everything is
too well organized and static,"
admits Paul O’Farrell, SJS Democratic Club president.

Diploma Only ’Beginning,’
ASB President Challenges
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SJS Cultural Activities Reviewed as Semester Closes
las P.11’ Sti.tite
Spartan Holly Fine Arts Editor
Cultural activities un canipui
thLs semester have ranged from
elements of the very old to representations of the startlingly
new.
A,,iaciatett Students Spar-

i’VograiiLS CuMantic, ...ternstrred four perfarmances in its
Invitation tia the Arts and Wash-.
ington Square Series. The spring
classic series began with the
%Wolfgang von Karajan Organ
Ensemble in February. Von Karajan, his wife Fled,.

Now! You can just say

"Charge It"
e

i

ra-.
MIR,

16611C.

When
books,
at the
proved

buying new books, ussd
paper liai-ks or remainders
State Book Shop. Any apoil company or other credit

w .1;

State Book Shop
297.4797
369 So. First St.
Open Monday fere Friday 9 to 9
Saturday until 6 p.m.

Last Chance
Group Flight to Europe

Wunselt
three balsam, argaits with six-ftsa-Itigh
pipes. The tit presented a new
medium-- playing organ works as
chamber music -as a means of
bringing the sound of the 18th
century baroque organ intis the
20th century. The SJS appearnee was one in the ensemble’s
,t coast -to-most tour of the
’oiled States.
CLAKSIC SERIES

Jutting "C.111
from his "Here and Noy." album
and "Lullaby of Birdland." The
audietice responded warmly to his
sense of humor and to his ability
as an outstanding pianist.
Theodore Bikel -- actor, folksinger, guitarist, linguist and politicianperformed in Morris Dailey
May 5. tie played Mary Martin’s
leading man in the Broadway production of "The Sound of Music"
and appeared as the interpreter in
the. screen version of "My Fair
Lady."
He demonstrated his linguistic
talents by singing songs from countries including Ireland, Scotland,
Miatico, Israel, Russia and the
United States in their native
tongues.

Concluding the classic series
was the Iowa String Quartet,
vchich played March 18. Violinists
Allen Ohtnes and John Ferrell,
violist William Preucil and cellist
Joel Krosnick formed the ensemble at the University of Iosva in
1958.
Reganied as one of the foreRUSSIAN CHOIR
mast intemreten; of chamber muThe folowing week Spartan Proi sic in the United States, the guar! tet played works by Haydn, grams Committe joined the SJS
Schubem and Bar- Russian Club in presenting the
Charles
Defense Language Institute West
Blind pianist -composer-arranger Coast Russian Student Choir. The
;eorge Shearing presented the group is composed of servicemen
st spring pops concert in MOITIS throughout the United States enAuditorium. He played a rolled at the in.stitute in Monterey.
,,,enber of his own compositions, Directed by Prof. Nicholas Voro-

for

SEC Students, Faculty & Staff
Regularly Scheduled Airlines

Leaving June 20th
Returning Sept. 5th
CALL

MRS. THOMAS RYAN

293-3992
Waiter
Jeweled

72 S. First SE
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.3051

bow, the Russian Chen. is more
than 100 voices strong. He teaches
them the songs In Russian a line
at a time.
"Art in Collaboration with Architecture" was the first spring semester exhibit at the Art Gallery, east wing of the AM Building. It included pieces for specific
buildings, preliminary sketches,
models and photos of completed
works.
In mid -March the National Invitational Ceramics ’Exhibition went
on display. It featured modern,
traditional and experimental eeramics and sculpture from professional artists throughout the Uni- I
ted States.
New concepts of art were presented in April at the "2-Dimensional Sculpture / 3 - Dimensional ’
Painting" display. The title of the
exhibit was a play on words to describe works lying between the traditional definitions of painting and
sculpture. Th7ee SJS art faculty
Associate Profeasors
members
Willis Nelson and Sam Richardson and Associate Professor Fred
Spratt had pieces included in the
exhibit.
’Masters ’Candidates of Art Exhibition ran from May 2-13 in the
Art flattery and the tittle Gall^ry,
A114. Graduate students Charles;
Walker, Walter Buhler, Vivienne
Andres, Steve Wise and Howard
Ikemoto displayed paintings, Joan
Bugbee exhibited ceramics and
James Wayne showed blown glass
and cast metal forms.

ART EXHIBIT
The Art Department’s spring exhibits concluded with the annual
Student Art Exhibition. It featured
works by 57 students In various
media -- acrylic, tempera, ink, fiberglass, water color and oil. The
forms varied from paintings to
ceramics and weaving.
The Drama Department presented Robert Bolt’s "A Man for All
Seasons" as the first spring production. Directed by Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, professor of drama,
the cast conveyed the atmosphere
of 16th century England at the
time King Henry VIII broke with
the Catholic Church in Rome.
Chief figure in the drama was Sir
Thomas 1Viore, chancellor from
1529-15.32, portrayed by Stanley
A. Anderson Jr. Judith- Radu
played his wife, Lady Alice More,
Steven Trinwitt was seen as King
Hand -in -hand ate four members of the Rehearsal and PerformHenry and Wesley Finlay appeared
ance cast for the production of Chekhov’s "The Cherry Orchard."
as the Common Man who linked
The play was presented last week in Studio Theatre. Standing are
together the various scenes and
Terry Lumley and Steven Trinwith; seated are Bonnie Shirley and
represented the attitudes of the
Gary Sacco.
populace.
Children’s Theatre presented Eugene Schwarz’ "The Dragon." Although it wa.s overtly a fairy tale
the underlying theme of the RusIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII sian playvvright’s work was the
STORE FOR MEN
effects of totalitarian government.
Downtown San Jose
Since 1925
Dr. Hugh Nelson, assistant professor of drama, directed the play.

Linnets, Lau la and 11,10, al.,
supplied him with cadavers by
mass murder. It asked the basic
question: Do the ends justify the
means?
Dr. Dorothy Hadley, associate
professor of &tuna, directed the
production. Ken Kopec portrayed
Dr. Rock iDr. Knox), William
Snead appeared as Fallon (Burke),
Cecil G. Pendleton was seen as

JOHN CAGE
. . . festival lecturer
Bmom (Hare) and Eddy Emanuel was the narrator.
Closing the 1965-66 drama
season was the Puccini opera "Madame 13utterfly," a joint production of the Drama and Music Departments. Dr. Paul Davee, associate professor of drama, and Dr.
Edwin Deming, associate prolesSol’ of music, directed the opera.
Cast In the leading roles were
Soon Hwang Chun and Janet Williamson, who alternated as Madame Butterfly; Sharon Gilbert
and Sharon West as Suzuki; Howard Budwin and Carlo Micheletti
as Lt. Pinkerton and Wesley Finlay and Byron Thomas as Sharpless.
Set in Japan at the turn of tic
century, the opera reflected the
conflicts resulting from the West -I
ernization of the East.
The Music Department began
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Your
lost
hurrah
All sct to graduate.
Good grades, the right
extra curricular activities. But, are you ready
to step out into that
cold, cruel world of
business? At least
look the part. Put away
that old sweater and
chinos. Try this cool,
lightweight Cricketeer
Alumni Dacron* and
worsted suit in
impressive colorings.
Go get ’em tiger.
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It’s the only diamond ring that
deserves it! Daintier, loftier,
sparkling with all the diamond’s
true brilliance
this year’s regal
designs have no peers. Come see
for yourself. You’ll adore the rings.
You’ll cherish the enchanting
throne. And can be sure of the
quality backed up by ArtCarred’s
Permanent Value Plan. Frani
S150 up.
ie. weep, wee. row
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free illustrated
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OPEN MONDAYS and THURSDAYS UNTIL 9 P.M.
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’THE RIVALS’
In mid-April "The Rivals" by
Richard Brinsley Sheridan came to
the stage of College Theatre. Dr.
Harold Crain, professor of drama,
directed the 18th century comedy.
Sally Kemp as Mrs. Malaprop, the
wealthy dowager who misused the
English language, delighted the
audience. Other principles in the
cast were William Keeler as Captain Absolute, Stanley A. Anderson Jr. as Sir Anthony Absolute
and Claire Baker as Lydia Languish.
Readers’ Theatre staged the
world premiere of an unproduced
film scenario by Dylan Thomas.
"The Doctor and the Devils" is
based on the early 19th century
murder case involving Edinburgh
anatomist Dr. Knox and the two

(Alma Center)
Speciotists in the
Art of Cutting Hair
OPEN
Tuesday thru Saturday
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

t,trilli,;
tAtilt Ilit
nini Quartet in Concert llon
25. The ensemble played
oicl Stradivarian instrutu.
in the late 17th and early IN! 1,
centuries for virtuoso Nicol Peg:,
nini. They rue valued at $250,00P
Members of the quartetvic,lin
ists Henri Temlanka ttnd Harr.
Goldman, cellist Lucien Laporta
and violist Albert Gillis, SJS assistant professor of music played
works by Beethoven. Prokafiev and
Mozart. to an overflow audience.
Their appearance, one of the stops
on a 24 -concert tour of 15 states
and Canada, was sponsored by Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia, professional
music fraternity.
SPRING CONCERTS;
March brought annual sprina
concerts by the Symphonic Band
A Cappella Chotr and Symphony
Orchestra. Conducted by George
Longazo, assistant professor of
music, the band playml numbers
hy Haydn, Cable, Giannini and
Joio. Senior music major Patricia
O’Gara presented a French horn
solo, the Mozart Horn Concerto
No. 2.
Professor William Erlendson directed the A Cappella Choir in a
program of contemporary and tn.
ditional works. Featured nunibua
included perforniances by tie
Choraliers, a group of 12 singers
selected from the choir, and senior
music major Byron Thomas, who
sang GretchaninofFs "N icene
Creed."
Highlighting the Symprony Orchestra concert were solo presentations by soprano Soon Hwana
Chun and pianist Dee Baird. Miss
Chun sang arias from three operas
- Puccini’s "Madame Butterfly."
Offenbach’s "Tales of Hoffmann
and Mozart’s "Don Giovanni."
Baird played Bratuns’ Concerto
No. 1 in D minor. Dr. Gibson WalterS, chainnan of the MUtile De(Continued Page 5C)
Cre.ii
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We offer you, "The Smoker" the
most complete assortment of pipes
cigartobacco cigars
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ettes
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tre.ii Pipe Shop
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Management Opportunity
Our management training
program is designed exclusively for the college graduate under age 25. Connecticut
Mutual I.ife Insurance Company offers opportunity for
the hard-working, competitive graduate to qualify for a
three-year training program
leading to Agency Management, Home Office Managenient or Professional Salee.

Connecticut
Mutual Life
The ’Blue Chip’ Company
that’s low in net cost, too

To receive an illustrated brochure, or arrange for a confidential interview, call Mrs.
Zanoy, 294-5660.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Connecticut Mutual Life
"The Blue Chip Company Since 1846"
Robert T. Beckley, C.L.U., General Agent
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GPA Requirement Lowered for Financial Aid
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GARY WILLIAMS
A Parents Confidential State- dependence must submit a copy
ftyan is one of five men chosen
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
s ment is required to assist the fi- of the affidavit of financial inde- to represent the United States
SJS President Robert D. Clark nancial aids officers in assessing pendence, signed by themselves and Office of Education. lie conducted
signed a measure last week to the amount of money which can their parents. One requirement is six workshops for finaru:ial aids
be expected from the applicants’ that the parents have not claimed officers of 240 western coneges, to
lower grade point average’requirethe student as a tax exemption for teach them how to administer the
ments from 2.5 to 2.0 for students
Students who claim financial in- Federal Income Taxes.
new aid programs.
seeking financial aid.
Any SJS student in good academic standing and with established financial need is now eligible
for one of three aid programs.
Don Ryan, director of financial
aids, says application.s are now
being taken for the fall and spring
DEAN JOHN W. GILBAUGH’S NEW BOOK TITLED
semesttrs of 1966-67, from students who previous ly were excluded because of their GPAs. AppliA Plea for Sanity in the Public Colleges and Universities
cations are available in ADM201.
Educational Opportunity Grants,
National Defense Student Loan,
In his book Dr. Gilbaugh has included the articles recently serialized
and Work-Study are the three proin the San Jose Mercury-News, as well as his views on other issues in
grams offered. These have been
administered by the United State,
Higher Education. Some topics discussed in the book are:
Office of Education, since Congres,
passed the Higher Education Avt
in 1965.
Ryan explains that two factors
The Community of Scholars ConceptA Fraud!
are considered in determining
Academic Nepotism
financial need: The amount of
money the student and his family
Are Labor Unions Appropriate For Higher Education?
can contribute for a definite period
Do The Colleges Exist For The Professors?
of education, and the cost of education for that period.
"Carpetbaggers" Run The Colleges

NOW AVAILABLE!

BOB PITCHER
gek aw,Ird

KATHERINE FRASER
. . honored senior

ANN LAUDERBACK
. . . outstanding senior

Fraser Laucierback and Pitcher Picked
Outstanding Senior Class Members
have served on various ASB
By TED WEISGAL
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
I COMMitteeti, and have participated
As a reward for outstanding I in numerous campus organizations.
scholastic and extra-curricular I Pitcher has been equally active.
Fra- He was chosen as one of seven
achievement, Katherine
ser, Ann Kay Lauderback and eollece students to accompany 93
Robert Frank Pitcher have been newsboys from all over the United
named outstanding SJS seniorsiStates, on a 12 -day tour of Europe.
The tour was sponsored by Parade
for the spring 1966 semester.
All three were presented tro- magazine, and took place during
phies at the semi-annual ASB Easter vacation and one week
Awards Banquet, held May 15 in thereafter.
Spartan C’afeteria.
He also served as director of
Both Miss Fraser and Miss Lau- Spartacamp and Weekend Co-Rec.
derback have been members
All three award winners came
I., SJS in September. 1962, as
Student Council during the 1,.;

freshmen. They became acttve in
student activities immediately and
have remained active since that
t ime.
Pitcher is a recreation major
from Oakland, while Miss Fraser
is a political science major from
Ann Arbor. Mich., and Miss Lauderback, majoring in marketing,
Is from Upland.
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CUPB Revises Lecture Program
ny ctiAtti.orrt: woNi:
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS’ lecture program recently
Wali revised by the College Union
Program Board CUP11) to proa hie
MOM-. topical tinily.
According to Bob Pritchard,
CUP13 chairman. tlw Scholar-inResidence committee has been
abolished and in its place the Distinguished Dignitary in Residence
committee has been created.
He added that as plans now
stand, the committee will provide
for two types of campus visitors:
A series of individuals with
varying backgrounds who will
speak on one topic such as Viet
Nam Soeato,rs would lie scheduled

every day or three days a week
according to this Olin.
A single, well-rounded speaker from one area of endeavor who
would slay for a period ranging
from 1WO WeekS tO twu months.
In addition to the tvvo committees already cited, CUPB is composed of nine organization heads.
Under CUPB are committees for
performing arts, inter - fraternal
Council (IFC) coordination, Interdormitory Council coordination and
Living Centers and organizational
coordination.
A publicity and public relations
coordinator, a council liaison coordinator, an administration assistant and a CUPS chairman complete the board’s members.
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When Students Are Cheated
The Ultimate In Featherbedding Practices
"Thank God For The Spectacle of Student Picketing."Governor Brown
A Curriculum For Student Activists
When The Faculty Takes OverChaos!
A 25% Faculty Pay Raise Without A Tax Raise
Some Needed Reforms

GERMAN
SWEDISH

CoMe in for Vslimales

105 Discount to students on all parts
A.S.B. card.
and labor \%1111
This offer is good through Sept. ii0

1478 W. San Carlos

286-3670

The book is on sale at $1 per copy in the following stores:
California Book Co.
134 E. San Fernando

Roberts Book Sfore
330 S. 10th Street

Spartan Book Store
San Jose State College

Mail Orders may be directed to Modern Education Publishers, P.O.
Box 651, San Jose, California 95106. Price: $1 per copy plus 25a for
4%, sales tax and mailing charges.

(Across from Lou’s Village;

CONFUSED ON \NHERE
TO SELL YOUR BOOKS?
Don’t be confused, Cal Book with our 14 store
buying power enables us to give top prices for
those discontinued books. Our service is fast
and efficient, so you won’t have to stand in
endless lines.
TOP PRICES GIVEN
ON ALL CURRENT EDITIONS
OF TEXTS NO LONGER USED

BONUS GIVEN
ON ALL TEXTS
USED NEXT FALL
OPEN SATURDAYS
Main Store,
134 E. San Fernando

Annex,
457 E. San Carlos

california book co. ltd.

Wodneviny, June 1, 1980
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Fifty-Six Participants

SJS Students Tutor Children of Men in Prison
"WHY PAY MORE?"
Economy Brake Job
All Four Wheels
Including parts and labor,

$17.95
alignment
tune-up
Spartan Gulf Service
Santa Clara at Tenth

295-9358

LET’S RALLY, PROF! I FOUND
TIME BY STORING MY KEGS AT
JAMES-MAYFLOWER STORAGE.
COOL IT THIS SUMMER. STORE ALL YOUR PROTEST
SIGNS, TABLES AND CHAIRS, HOUSEMOTHERS, BOOKS,
"ROLLING STONES" TAPES, SKIS, PROFS, TAPE RECORDERS, TYPEWRITERS, ETC. WHERE THEY’RE SAFE ... JAMESMAYFLOWER TRANSFER & STORAGE. CALL NOW ABOUT
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES.

Ity JUDY WALTER
Foundation and included volun- ’ "Our tutors, by not making
leers from social work clubs, so- judgments upon them and by reSpartan DaUy Start W’riter
Fifty-six SJS students are par- eiology and psychology classes and lating to their family in a regroups on campus. sponsive way, are helping them to
ticipating in a unique tutoring pro- , other religious
The Rev. White points out that accept their homes."
c i while "person to person relationiram which aims at e
"We have had such good redren whose fathers are in prison, ships," not teaching, is the main sponse that truant officers, local
than’I
or jail. Their aim is more
emphasis, most of the children teachers, and social welfare people
improvement in grades; they arel have shown marked improvement have contacted and worked with
attitude to- our tutors because they felt that
"assisting the child in his develop. in grades and in their
ward their whole educational proc- wa.s the most positive contact they
!Tient as a whole person," the Rev. ess.
have had with the children,’’ the
Benton White, coordinator for the
"The tutor spends time working Rev. White related.
takes
He said it means much to these
iamtrarn, explains.
on the lessons and usualy
The SJS program began four the approach of finding out where children to know people care, and
sears ago as a service to a voltur- the student needs help and trying that because of this interest, they
teer group called "Friends Out- in his own way to help him there." soon start helping themselves.
A close relationship often devel,ide" which was organized in
"The tutors are not education
Santa Clara Valley by Mrs. Rose- majors." he said. "They are, how- ops between tutor and family, and
mary Goodenough to work with ever, healthy young people who many families ask for the same
the families of men who are in may be giving these children in tutors back year after year, he
jail, the Rev. White said.
the home their first prolonged said. "This is a fine way to disMrs. Goodenough made her con- contact with an emotionally heal- cover for yourself what it means
to be human, and to help others to
tacts through the county jail end thy person.
worked with the fatniilies outside
and with the men after they got
out so that the family was able to
make financial and emotional adjustments, he adds.
When she found that some of
the children without fathers were
not doing well in school, she
sought young volunteers to help
them in their homes.
In 1962, 16 students from SJS
women trained in the earth sciBy LINDA LAMANNO
Wesley Foundation, for which the
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
ences," Dr. Dolloff stated.
Rev. White is advisor, volunteered
Is there discrimination against
As to the question whether preftheir semices. The next year, 28
women in certain departments at erence is shown to males in awardstudents working in pairs visited
SJS?
ing scholarships, Dr. Dolloff re14 homes, and the following year
In order to find out, the Com- plied, "What scholarships?"
36 students visited 18 homes.
mittee on the Educat ion of
Dr. Jen-Yu Wang, associate proBy fall of 1965, the program had
Women, appointed by the Aca- fessor of meteomlogy and physical
expanded beyond the Wesley
demic Council to investigate ways science, feels that women are
of enabling the college to meet the given equal opportunities and perneeds of women students, sent form equally well, but once they
questionnaires to all department are graduated, discrimination defchairmen during the Fall semester. initely is shown against the female
between 10th ond llth
Certain departments obviously looking for employment.
481 E. Son Carlos
The Materials Science Departare dominated by women (nursing,
home economics and elementary ment chairman, Dr. Ralph Park
teaching), but what about other man, answers that women are
departments in which males equal in every respect, but that
dominate? What about the oppor- the department has had only one
tunities open to women in geology woman student in seven years.
"We have had several job offers
or meteorology?
The questionnaires sent out by this year for women journalism
the committee attempted to an- graduates," Charles V. Kappen,
professor of journalism, says.
swer these questions.
"Women ln engineering is a very "Many of these openings we have
complicated problem. Our new cur- been unable to fill for lack of a
riculum concept of ’cybernetics sufficient number of women job
Flowers
and systems’ Is well stilted to seekers, We never have had allY1
and
women," says Edward A. Dionne, problem in placing women journalassociate professor of engineering ism graduates who want to work,"
Corsages
graphics. He rates their perform- he said.
"Despite the fame of Dr. Lllian
ance in classes the same as that of
for al
Gilbreth, who is you might say our
men.
Occasions
In the field of geology, Dr. Nor- grandmother, SJS has never had al
man Dolloff, chairman of the Ge- woman industrial engineering
292.0462
ology Department, can remember major. We need women and I only
only one or two women in 10 years wish there were more interested "
asking for a position as geologist Dr. Edward Carmick, acting chairat SJS. There have been some man of industrial engineering.,
very good women students, but commented.
Overall, the questionnaires
very few are graduated. "I personally doubt that women in the field showed that some departments are
of geology have physical limita- "taboo" to females, due to stereotions making them less suitable typing over the yews.
Today, there are more and more
than men. but this often is given
297-1754
as a reason for not hiring them. job opportunities in fields cur- ,
There is a greater demand for rently dominated by men.

Do SJS Departments
Treat Women Fairly?

Custom Cleaners

discover it at the same time," the
Rev. White commented.
There is a large demand for tu- I
tors, he said, and anyone interested in volunteering his services
for next fall should contact Wes-;
ley Foundation, so he can be con-

Math Prof Researches Numbers
Dr. Verner E. Hoggatt, professor of mathematics, received that
department’s first state sponsored
research grant this semester to
study the numbers.
Fibonacci numbers are a specific sequence of numbers beginning with one, which is also the
second term, with each proceeding
number equal to the sum of the
sequence’s two previous numbers.
The sequence occurs naturally
in several instances.
sis"tlatneaeppeinarseleinetriactaiios noeftwt hoer kis.e;-.

acci numbers appear naturally is
in bee repr(xluction. A queen
comes from one drone and one
queen, which in turn come frorn
two queens and one drone.
Also at SJS Dr. Wilson Coker,
associate professor of music has
written a trombone composition,
Recitative and Canzona, which
coordinates pitches and durations
to Fibonacci numbers
A more unusual characteristic
of the music is that it does away
mDeitrefer;
ent parts of
Dr. Hoggatt related.
a chord last for different time duAnother example where Fibon- rations." Dr Coker described.

9ujiyaina gapdom eedlteturant
Lunches and dinners served in a delightful atmosphere
850 MERIDIAN AVE.
PHONE 294.1330
/111.0.1111101NIMHHIM...4=14.11104PMM161MADMIMMI.11104141111104.1MIKNINIIMI.IMPLIMMN
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390 N. 2ND
SAN JOSE

294-9424

3rd & San Fernando
The

tarried later. No religious affiliation is required.
Interested students must be
willing to commit themselves for
one school year, and be willing to
go into the home, in a team, at
least once a week.

BOWL
3 games for si
To SJS Students
Anytime

POOL & BILLIARDS E.
$1 per hour
4

Downtown Bowl
375 W. Santa Clare St.

294 7800

College Shop
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Walk in now for
Hofbrau Style Food Moderate Prices
Roast Eastern Beef Virginia Baked Ilam --------------Kosher Style Corned Beef ____...------Roast Tom Turkey
Chicago Style Pastrami
Roast Turkey Leg
.

160
1 60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60

COMBINATION PLATES
Any 2 meats

\ALBUMS
* Largest selection in the valley

$1.75

Any 3 meats

Slab of nutty Swim cheese

$2.

.35

orders include choice of Barbecued Beans,

MI

all records

Enterprises wishes the Graduates ol Summer /960 success arul happiness.

or Macaroni, Bread and Butter
Visit the Gaslite Room for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 7

*Discount

Congratulations
Graduates

Ballroom Leasing.
SAN CARLOS

at

Rooms from $85 Per Month.

MARKET STS.

Locoed is As Saints Claire Hotel

J.R.S. Enterprises,
quality photography for all occasions

295-2626
Phone 286-5392 ecnings.

Wednesday, June 1. 19136
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Controversies Piague
Spring ASB Government 1

Many

By DON Dit’liDALIK
Piparlast Dully Styff,WrIter

DR. WILLARD O. MISHOFF
... ’not going to hold position’

MRS. JESSIE THOMAS
. ’Dig in Garden’

DR. WILBUR H. SWANSON
... Britain bound

Four Professors Retire Posts,
Ending Many Years of Service
IL) CAROLYN BUSHNELL
Spartim Daily Staff Writer
The teaching careers of four
SJS professors come to a close
this year.
Instructors to join the ranks
of the retired are Dr. Frederick
Graham, professor of history, Mrs.
Jessie Thomas. associate professor
of art, Dr. Willard O. Mishoff,
associate professor of librarianship, and Dr.
abur H. Swanson,
professor of microbiology.
Dr. Graham, who retired in
January at the age of 62, taught
at SJS since 1929.
According to a history depart-

ment spokesman, DI-. Graham is
presently "fishing, relaxing and
loafing" in the state of Washington where he resides with his family.
Dr. Graham will return to SJS
for the six week summer session
as a visiting lecturer.
Mrs. Thomas, free dance artLst
between class hours, says she
doesn’t have any definite plans
after her June retirement other
than "going home and digging
in the garden."
Mrs. ’Thomas, 67, has tieen at
SJS for 13 years.
Before coming to SJS in 1962,

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. dr.. owner

Professional Pharmacists

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

Stop in and see us.
You can eat, talk,
read, and relax in
the friendly atmosphere of our gaS
lighted patio or our
large inside eating
area.

Reermess.

Ninv
11 230
FRI SAT SiIN
II 4 ’

The Election Board interpreted’
"groups" to mean "two or more

JERRY SPOLTER
ASB President
persons," so when an advertisement appeared with the names of
92 individuals apparently supporting Jr.’ ry Spoiler’s candidacy for
president, the Judiciary had to determine whether the "individuals"
constituted a "group."
It was decided that the "indi-

Spring Cultural Aci ivities Reviewed

"The Home of the
Friendly Burger"
’BURGER

Dr. Mishoff had been Library of
Congress consultant in education
and U.S. Office of Education library specialist.
Asked what he plans to do after
his June retirement, the 70-yearold instructor replied emphatically, ’’I’m not going to hold a
positionI’ve done that for 40
years."
However, he said he may serve
as a library consultant, since librarians with a great deal of experience are often asked to do so.
Dr. Swanson, 63, has taught at
SJS for 20 years.
He was presented honorary
membership in the California Association of Medical Lab Technologists ICAMLT) in 1963.
He has played an active role in
developing medical
technology
training
programs throughout
Northern California.
Dr. Swanson said he and his
plan to go to England after
tip: June retirement is effective.
He said he is interested in research being done at Oxford and
Cambridge.

This semester’s ASit gOvernment,
although mainly restricted to administrative tasks rather than
policy-making decisions, has managed to envelop itself in one storrn
of controversy after another.
The ASB Election Code proved
itSelf a problem for the executive,
legislative ancl judicial branches.
Student Council, after haggling for
two months over revisions in the
code, decided tit the lust minute to
appixwe a ban of candidate endorsements by any groups.

Burger
Town
460 East William St.
Phone 286-5622
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(Continued Front rage 2C)
partment, conducted the 60-piece
orchestra in Schubert’s unfinished
Symphony No. 8 and in Mendelssohn’s "The Hebrides."
In April the Music Department
sponsored the sixth annual Festival
of Contemporary Music and the
third annual Festival of Jazz. The
contemporary music festival featured the controversial composer
John Cage as guest speaker. In a
lecture-demon.stration Cage explained his views of "music" and
played selections from his avantgarde compositions. Other events
of the five-day festival included
trombone, percussion and wind ensembles, chamber music and a
Symphonic Band concert.
More than 200 students from 12
Bay Area and Southern California
schools attended the two-day festival -clinic of jazz. In the competition April 30, El Camino High
School, College of San Mateo and

San Francisco State College captured top honors. Judges also selected 22 outstanding young musicians to make up the All-Star
Band conducted by jazz composermusician Lennie Niehaus May 1, in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Thu.s the spring semester ends
more enriched in the traditional
and looking forward to even more
advanced concepts in fine arts.

viduals" were a "group," but that
the code’s prohibition of group support WIIS unconstitutional. Thus,
Spoiler was found not guilty.
The code’s restriction on Spartan
Daily advertising also turned out
to be a bug in the Judiciary’s ear,
when it 1.4116 faced with the problem of deciding whether an ad
placed on behalf of a candidate
(Spoltert, rather than by him,
would count toward the 30 column
inches allowed for each candidate.
The judicial body decided it would,
and placed Spolter on probation
for violating the code.
A year-long feud between Spolter and ASB President John Henlevel when Hendricks sent a letter
to members of California State
dricks came to the fore at the state
College Student Body Presidents
Association (CSCSPA) describing
Spotter’s election as a "tragedy"
and denouncing his alleged candidacy for CSCSPA president.
The letter spawned a "recall
Hendricks" movement. The required signatures for a recall petition were secured, cotuicil called
the election, Hendricks vetoed it
and council failed to override the
eto. The complainants asked SJS
President Robert D. Clark to intervene, but he refused. Instead, a
student - faculty committee was
named by President Clark to study
possible defects in the ASB constitution.
Throughout the semester, council spent a great tunount of time
arguing and deliberating over a
mass of parliamentary technicalities. Personnel selection for ASH
position.s also provided a basLs for
conflict as, time after time, committee appointments came under
fire because of fraternity or sorority affiliation or political alliance.
Spolter has sharply criticized the
procedural delays, saying, "Parliamentary procedure is designed to
facilitate, not delay or inhibit, the
order of business. Knowledge of
technical use of the rules is not
a license to abuse the rights of
others."
Hendricks’ primary objective this
year has been to prepare the ASB
for the new college union program.
He and council implemented a program to weed out the legislative
"deadwood," clear up ambiguou.s

language, and make commit tee
structure changes.
Student go% ernment’s other ni
task this spring was to app,,,
budgets for next year’s ASB act
ties. A record high of $123,000
allocated for men’s athletics, ,0
funds were denied KSJS, col!,
FM radio station, Associated W
en Students, and Summertia
SJS’ summer newspaper.
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Spzcial Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
lust present your staff or
ASB card
Movie & Still
Cameros
Supplies
Projectors
Equipeseet
developing printing
repairs
rentals

s,

deifie,G)

CAMERA SHOP
245 South First

WHY COOK DURING FINALS
WHEN ARCHIE’S IS SO NE kR
v nue
Small Steak $1.25
Round Steak $1.25
Steak Sandwich on
French Bread $1.15
Jumbo Burger on
French Bread .85
All ol the
alms., complete
I MIN irre,
o
54 5 S. 2nd St.
Free
Parking

440 01:Vrtut
lrikts

1191,($e
giii Aeane
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GOODYEAR

agit..e-e*W1*.4..’"7""s,
ALL.WEATHER "42"

*8 $11

7.50 14 or
6 70 x 15
6 70 a 15 mask
tube -type
tubeless. plus tale
plus tax and
recappable ore and recappable
Ada $2 it your tire. Add $1 11
trade ,n
your trade.in
not recappable is not tecappable.

ALL-WEATHER "42"

WHITEWALLS

Get the Bug
This Summer

7.50 x 14 or
6.70 a 15
6 70 x 15
tom-tyoe
tubeless. plus tax
plus tax and
reCaPtaable tire and recappable
Add $2 if your Ure. Add $1 .1
your tismin
trade ,n is
not recappable is not recappable.
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NO MONEY DOWN! INSTANT CREDIT
for bowers of Charge-a-Piates
and National Credit Cards.
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BRAKE SPECIAL

Start that new
job with
confidence
in a suit from

d ow% DOWN

$ I 7y and only $4971 per month
S.111 111-4.

2R6-8800

$ 19

Any
U S.
Car

Take Tour Car Where

The Experts Are
...For All Service Work!

60084,
.1.16.1,-

Aeatie
GOODYEAR

PI" tax mid liten"

Spartan Volkswagen
1560 N. Firat St.

Here’s why it’s special
1,0 Remove front wheels,
adjust brakes
soo Repack Front Wheel bearings
iof Check grease seais
if Add brake fluid and road test

MANN HAUS
TRADITIONAL CLOTHIERS
419 Town & Country Village
Open Nites Until 9:30

Now! 2 San Jose Locations
WEST SAN JOSE
3146 Stevens Creek Blvd.
296-4360

3rd 8 San Carlos
298 3060
One Block From Compu%

SU:
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WE’RE READY FOR

BONUS DAY5
Sell your books during finals and receive a
bonus on all books being used next semester.
All this plus fast, efficient service, too!

PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING

(RetelA PooRI

ACROSS FROM
MEN’S DORMS

330 SOUTH 10TH

OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. DURING FINALS

Wednesll av, Juno 1, 19(16

